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A Weekly Newspaper, Published Independently by the Students of Ithaca College 
Ithaca, NPw York March 22, 1979 
Tuition,,Room,& Board Surpasses $6,000 Mark 
By Karen Stuhldreher double dormitory room will be 
The increase in tmt1on, $850, or $42 increase over this 
room, and board for the year's cost of $812. Board will 
coming year will average increase to $1,046 from this 
4.6%: · This is the third year's cost of $998. 
consecutive year that the' "This 4.6% increase in an 
Ithaca College Board of era of national inflation 
Trustees has approved a represents another real 
budget recommended by the achievement by the staff and 
administration in which the faculty of the College," said 
rise in costs to attend 1.C. is President James J. Whalen. 
under 5%. "I believe college employees 
The budget, finalized w_ith have been careful in their 
the approval of the Boards expenditures," he added. We 
executive committee on have also continued our 
February 28, sets an average efforts to attract private and 
cost of full-time government support for the 
undergraduate attendance and college, both to find dollars 
residence in a double for current operations and to 
occupancy dormitory room at · expand endorsement", Whalen 
$6,200. This is a $278 increase said. 
over last year's cost. The overall operating 
The cost of tuition for a budget for the fiscal year, 
full-time undergraduate will beginning July 1979, ,viii be 
rise from $4,052 to $4,244, an $28.7 million. This is a $1.96 
increaseof$192. Thecostofa million increase over the 
present year's expenditures. 
In a letter sent to 1.C. 
students' parents, Whalen 
attributed this growth to rising 
utility costs, food costs, 
student financial assistance, 
and the need to provide funds 
for faculty and staff salary 
increments. 
While on one hand we have 
a very real obligation to our 
students to minimi1e the cost 
of their education," Whalen 
said, "on the other we have an 
obligation to the people who 
operate the College. Salary 
increments this year will be in 
line with White House 
recommendations." 
Presently Ithaca College 
depends on tuition and fees 
for approximately 900/o of its 
operating revenue, according 
th Walter Borton, Director of 
Public Information for I.C. 
Speech Path_ Receives Accreditation 
by Chuck Post programs will enjoy better 
The Department of Speech employment opportunities. 
and Audiology, in the School Speech pathologists and 
of Allied Health Professions, audiologists who meet the 
has been accredited by the standards of their national 
American Board of Examiners professional organization also 
in Speech· Pathology and will qualify for a New York 
Audiology(ABESPA). St ate Ii ce n s e.'' 
"Accreditation from the The department has a 
ABESPS is a real distinction, teaching demonstration clinic. 
"said Cornelius w. Koutstaat, This clinic is designed to 
Dean of Allied Health enable students to assist in 
Professions. '-13ecause of it, speech therapy and testing, ac-
1.C. graduates from these cording to Koutstaal. 
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"This teaching demon-
stration facility is an integral 
part of this program. A 
_ variety of disorders of com-
munication are .treated there 
and there is a clinical research 
program, "Koutstaal ex-
plained. "The clinic has 
greatly grown through the ef-
forts of the chairman (sic) of 
the department, Walter Green, 
and the director of the clinic , 
Jackie Green-Smith." 
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Speech Path Grad Student Mary Ann Morell, giving therapy_ 
President Whalen Photos by Bruce Morosohk 
S.African Awareness at I.C. 
by Gail dul•osse 
Ithaca· ColJege will be par-
ticipating in South African 
Awareness Week, organized 
by CCLOP and the politics 
dept., from April 4 through 
11. 
The purpose is to show how 
the South African position 
relates to students, and what 
students can do 11bout the 
situation. 
The week includes three 
events. There will be a film, 
"Spear of a Nation" which is 
a historical analysis of South 
Africa. The film will be 
presented on April 5 at 8: 15 in 
S202. 
South 
Sibeko, 
African David 
United Nations 
ICFA • 
B) Chuch. Post 
The Ithaca College Facult_\ 
Association (ICFA), which is 
the bargaining agent for the 
faculty. has elected it's 
temporary executive 
committee. The Temporary 
committee will function as 
ICFA offici:tls until the regular 
committee can be dectcd later 
this month. 
representative for Pan African 
Congress, wiii give an update 
-an the situation in South 
Africa and discuss student 
roles. The lecture is on April 9 
at 7:30 in TI02. 
'' April 11 will be black 
armband day to- express 
solidarity with the South 
African struggle'', according 
to Todd Bernstein of CCLOP. 
Also that evening, the film 
"Last Grave at Dimbaza", a 
profile of the South African 
position, will be shown on 
April 11 at 8: 15 in S202. 
A related event is the film 
"No Vietnamese Ever 
Called Me Nigger" which will 
be shown tonight at 8: 15 in 
TI03. 
Motion 
commmcc members of ICFA 
are:John CoHTt, Hanl'y 
Fireside, · Eileen Dolan 
Heitlinger, Shirly Hod,ett, 
and John Sclrnar11. Onl~ 
faL·ult:· who were member, of 
ICFA \\Cre allowcl to \'Ole fer 
the committee. There \\('IL' 66 
posit i, c \'Ole, and l hrcc 11cg-
,1t i\(? \'Ole\. 
The ICF.-\ com1i11on w;i, 
The temporary executive d~o adopted. 
Professor Mary Ryan of the 
department of History, 
S.U.N.Y. Binghamton, will 
speak as part of the Marxist 
Feminist Speakers Series spon-
sored by the department of 
Politics, Ithaca College. Her 
lecture "The Politics of Sexual 
Repression: Women and the 
Making of Victorian Mor-
ality" is part of a larger study 
she bas just completed on 
Family Life and Working 
Women in Utica, New York. 
Her talk will be held on March 
29 (Thursday), at 8:00 pm in 
Textor IOI. 
Professor Ryan is author of 
the noted book Womanhood 
in American Society. \ She 
presently is a visiting profes\or 
at the University of California 
at Davi~. 
Her talk is open to the 
public and all are welcome to 
attend. 
ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
hv Tnr,n Ford Photos by Gail Lahm 
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QUESTION: We asked 
members of the senior class 
how they felt about having 
Jl'ssica Savitch as their 
graduation speaker. 
·!":..~,~ 
:7f ,•:a"-
. '.·.t a ;;_:;:, :· 
I .Phil Mackler (Ike.) 2. Kenm· Gia'>'.'> (Finance) 
(f\\e arc going to ha,c a ,,o- .lu'>t bccau'>c -,he i'.'> an IC 
man .,pcakcr. I' cl rather ha\'L alumni. I don't feel '.'>he should 
Chcrvl TiL'""· '>peak here. ~ 
· ..., '"'!!I'-• ~rt:-~lr':J 1~11,.1 .1111.~f r·t 
l 
J . .la_\ Ifoch11n (Soc.) -4. Win Sargent (Hi'>t.) 
It'., good for the Comnrnn1c:1- I think the:,: '.'>imuld have somc-
iion maior'>. ,111d .,he is an one \\·ho more people can rc-
al1111111i. I think they rnuld late to. lbthcr. a \\Cll-kno\\'n 
ha\L' found '>lllllconc chc to businessman (sic) \\ ho could 
fit the nccch of c, crrnnc. commL·nt on the ioh market. 
Pcrhap'> an area congressman 
. WA:--... (sic)nr a '>l'nator. 
5. Sandi Cai11 (BU'.'>.) 
I am glad it i,; not someone 
inrnhcd \\"ith politic'>. She i'> 6· Scott Sheldon (Bus.) 
, It \\"ould be different tci have 
ur 1 current even!'> and it s 
a \\·uman as a speaker this a IL ,nalc speaker for a change. . 
year. She is one of the top 
8. Theophilus Nix (Mus.) 
I think she is a good candidate 
She is an alumnis and Savitch 
has proven herself quickly and 
efficiently in ~· profession that 
i'.'> dominated by men. It's also 
profc.,sionals in her field and 
:, ,, :11 (, - interesting to have 
11• ••• at_our graduation. 
great to !.cc a woman speaker. Rob Nelson Bus. I think it's 
great that they're having an IC 
grad who's made it. I know 
This weeks Inquirer question that someday I will be called 
was addressed to members of on to do tl'.e same. 
tht ~enior ,:lass. 
- --- ---- -----------------------
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EDITO 
Yes, we welcome criticism buto o, 
There has been much criticism of the quality of the ITHACAN in past years, and this year 
was no exception. From September to th~ afternoon the ITHACAN has received criticism 
from administrators, faculty, and students alike about the problems of the ITHACAN. As 
this is my last issue as Editor-in-Chief and because I feel this is the students' newspaper, I 
believe I should share with you my view of the ITHACAN this year. 
When this year's staff took over in August, we were left with somewhat of a disorganized 
mess. Financial record keeping had been very poor in the past and the staff members them-
selves had been ill-prepared for what they were to face. While putting out a newspaper each 
week (which is quite a job in itself for a group of full-time students), the editorial board 
worked very hard to overhaul the organizational structure of the paper and set up a very 
tight business and adveriising department, which is crucial to the functioning of the paper. 
While we feel we have made dramatic improvements in the ITHACAN as a whole, it is 
very likely that these improvements would not be easily detected by,our readers. But perhaps 
you've noticed less typographical errors in the copy. This is becau.;e our newly structured 
organization enables us to finish Wednesday night layout by midnight on Wednesday this 
year, wheras last year we were still working when you all went to classes Thursday morning, 
leaving us much less bleary eyed for last minute correc"tions. Or perhaps you've noticed 
we've been producing a 16 or 20 page issue each week, wfzereas last year our average issue was 
12 pages. This is thanks to a much improved advertising department (the size-of each issue is 
determined by the amount of advertising we receive) . 
We do not think it unreasonable that-no one would notice such minor changes, but to us 
these changes represent major improvements. Such imprc.·vements have made it possible for 
the editors and staff of the Ithacan to really enjoy what thev're doing. When you put in a 30-
40 hour week on the newspaper while carrying a full academic load, it helps greatly to enjoy 
it. This in itself is reason for improvement in the paper in general. Before I began working 
on this paper, I had never imagined a group of people_ could be so dedicated and involved in 
what they were doing. They are to be appreciated. 
This is not to say we don't see that there are still many aspects of the Ithacan that need 
work, but there is only so much time in a day and we have to work on them one at a time, 
step by step. We've always welcomed the I. C. community, the student body especially as 
this is their student newspaper, to join the staff, or to simply make suggestions. But as I 
leave my position I would like to ask that what you give the Ithacan is a little more moral 
support and a little fess criticism. Yes we welcome the criticism, we know we need it, but in 
my time as editor I received no more than a few scattered compliments, always from either 
friends or people who had a personal stake in an individual issue. 
If you want your school newspaper to be of the best possible quality it can be, the people 
putting it together have to feel the best they can about the work they're doing. It is just 
possible 1hat a more positive attitude, some appreciation, and even a compliment or two can 
do a lot more for the paper than another year of mostly criticism. 
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THI·: HHACA~ 
OE EDS &LETTERS 
College Guide: All 
To the Editor: 
Every decade or so, spangled 
projectiles of profound words 
squeeze through the obtuse 
and stolid composition of con-
temporary "Psuedoville." 
In the l 950's, Tom Lehrer, a 
well-known virtuoso of 
musical wit spewed: 
"Life is like a sewer ... what 
you get out of it, depends on 
what you put into it." 
In the 1960's, Ted Hughes, a 
not-so well-known architect of 
poetry driveled: 
"We had what the others all 
crave and seek for; we left it 
behind at nineteen." 
And now, in the blurr of the 
1970's, the staff of the Yale 
Daily News, in concern for the 
atmosphere of higher 
education, has slobbered the 
following revelation: 
"Society is about to give you 
four years to play games, be 
irresponsible, and think about 
things before you start playing 
for keeps. You can march, 
protest, sing, dance, smoke, 
drink, copulate, waste time, 
holler, shout, and be as 
foolhardy as you warit, and 
nobody is going to do 
anything about it. .. 
... That's what college is all 
about, so don't waste your 
time grinding.'' 
Hail scholars! Bow down, 
you philosophers! Bend the 
knee, oh intellects! You have 
been saved from the plight of 
Bookworm's Syndrome, the 
Library Carrel Sickness, and 
Typewriter Finger! This 
seemingly simple statement 
will trans/ orm you into part-
time beer guzzlers and reefer 
rodents, and all becrwse the 
Yale Daily News wants you to 
become shadowed by the 
eclipse of higher education!!!! 
Now that the trumpets have 
shut up and the angels have 
stopped singing, it is ap-
propriate to give some 
background on our 
'Messiah's' from Yale. 
The staff of the Yale Daily 
News compiled and edited a 
book entitled The Insider's 
Guide to the Colleges. The 
purpose of the book is to tell 
the prospective college student 
what college is 'really' like. 
Several students submitted in-
formation about individual 
colleges, pro and con, to the 
Yale staff. The staff then 
compiled the revealing 
beastlies, along with some 
creative touches of their own, 
to form -the book. Consequen-
tly, an inspirational tool of 
decision has hit the shelves. 
One problem, though, the 
book deals with something it 
never attempts to 
define ... education. 
444 pages of narcotic abuse 
and sexual liberty, eye-
opening insights and critical 
cut-downs, and even 
unavoidable, embarrassing 
truths, but not once does the 
book answer the question, 
"What is higher education?" 
It is this oversight that reduces 
The Insider's Guide to the 
Colleges from a resourceful 
checklist to a heap of 
opinionated rubbish. 
Educational Contradiction 
If the quote from the book's 
preface, which was printed 
earlier, i~ taken into con-
sideration, it is apparel't that 
the Ithaca College environ-
ment is conducive to their 
thoughts of what college 
should be. In their description 
of Ithaca, they say, "Sex, 
drugs and booze are the 
staples of life." They also 
were able to gather up the 
predominant attitude of the 
students here at Ithaca. How, 
I don't know. Let's just 
assume that Yale students 
have this extraordinary 
capability, probably because 
of their "second largest 
university library in the coun-
try and a fine campus of 
beautiful Collegiate Gothic 
and modern buildings." With 
this astonishing advantage, 
and without the use of 
questionnares, tarot cards or 
European gypsies, The In-
sider's Guide to the Colleges 
managed to find out our 
predominant attitude, which 
is,· "we are only here to par-
ty." 
I'm sure the abundance of 
music students, physical 
therapy majors, com-
munications students, drama 
students, and humanities and 
sciences majors are only here 
to party. The weekly bong-hit 
competition held every 
Tuesday night in the library is 
a popular event among PT 
majors. Also, the erotic 
"Mazola Encounters" held 
frequently in Master Control 
of the communications 
building is a h;r wjrl1 TV /R 
majors. 
The Yale staff sum~ up it'\ 
insight of Ithaca College like 
this: 
If you \\ ill be spending 
$5,6000.00 a year and find the 
idea of a challenging academic 
education appealing, look 
elsewhere. However, 1f you 
want to party, IC takes 70 per-
cent of those who apply. To 
~ay 'good luck' would be an 
insult. 
Obviou~ly, the ad-
ministration and faculty here 
would refute this statement, 
since they are adverti5ing for a 
money-making institution. 
Their opinions don't matter in 
this instance, however, 
because they've already 
~ucked in our tuition bills. The 
important factor is what the 
student thinks about this 
statement. I cannot deny that 
Ithaca is a party school, but 
for the many hard-working 
students who arc out there, I 
have to disagree with The In-
sider's Guide to the Colleges. 
Education is not just a mixture 
of well-stacked libraries and 
liberal social activities, it's a 
goal which can only be defined 
by the individual. Motivation 
as well as venereal di,ea~e can 
influence a person. The en-
vironment i~ an obstacle and a 
challenge at the same time. If 
you are studious and can 
thri\oe at I. C., you will 
p.robably be a hell of a lot bet-
ter off than most students in 
the country, and that includes 
our Ivy League comins. 
And as for you, Yale Daily, 
your book is full of contradic-
tions. Make up your mind on 
what is more important in an 
educationai en\'ironment, in-
~tead of babbling on like scn-
sationali'it regi~tration offices. 
Until this error i, corrected, 
you can take your little as~or-
tment of prophetic ~aying~ md 
Divine wordage and cram 
them back to where they ..:ame 
from, which in thi, case will be 
a difficult decision ~ince }Oll 
speak from both end~. 
Larr~ Yuhasz 
Student Needs Ignored 
To The Editor: student, who are unable, 
Pancho Savery, a teacher in college is pure hell. 
the English department, has I, personally, have not been 
been on a part time basis for extraordinarily happy at 
the past five years. Last Ithaca College. It is not only 
Wedne~day he was rejected my fault, it i, not only the 
when applying for a tenure fault of my teachers of peers. 
track position. Pancho was I realize that many years of 
eligible for the position given educational disappointments 
hi~ area of speciali1ation and seem to have come to a head at 
strong support from the thi~ particular institution. I, 
student body. It is not my however, feel _justified in my 
intention in this letter to plead re~entment. Gi\en their 
Silent Minority Requests Si~ence 
Panco's cause, rather, I feel it position of authority and 
my rc~pon\ibility and re,ponsibility, many of the 
prerogative a, a ~tudent to faculty have either ignored or 
To the Editor: 
I rcali1e that t hi, letter \\ ill 
probably he -~norted at by the 
majority of the Ithaca College 
"i1udent body. However. I 
have finally deeided to vacate 
111\ 1190k in the mid,t- of the 
,ilrnt minority. I feel 
O\L'rnhc1m1ngly compelled to 
rai,e my voice. to ~pea'I-- in 
dcfcme nf rhe ~mailer portion 
of the Ithaca College 
Community-tho5e of_ u, who 
frequent the library in pur,uit 
of greater kno\, kdge, and 
c1 en perhaps, nf peace and 
quiet. 
Unfortunately, thL' 
increased population in the 
library this year doe, 1101 
necessarily signify a greater 
amount of dc:votion to the 
accumulation of wisdom. 
Rather, it i~ a ~ign that J.C. 
-;rudents have found one more 
location in which to socialize.· 
Now, I'm not putting dcrnn 
friendly conversation, a few 
laugl· ~. debates over the 
inanity of a professor'~ 
as\ignment. or di~cussiom on 
the he,t wa~ to escape from 
(01 appreciate) reality. \\'hat I 
am sugge,ting is that thL'Se 
noi~t'-producing activities take 
place else\, here. 
You ma:, think you'rL' being 
con<,_ideratc hceau\c you're 
whispering, but 50-100 people 
whi~pering in one room 
e\entuall~ bcgim to 5ouncl like 
a broken radiator valve-and I 
find the e,caping "hot air'' to 
be extremely distracting. 
(Thme ,cintillatini; sec1et, you 
were hissing so avidly into 
your friend's ear? Well, 1 
. heard them through the carrel 
wall). 
The greeting, exchanged 
bet ween floors, the perpetual 
punctuation of giggles, and 
Our Everyday 
Prices Are 
The lowest In 
Town 
ye~ .. even guffaw,, arc a fine 
indication of the good ,pirit 
on campm. !\line h<rne\'CI, 
,ink markedly" hen I trek up 
to a remote cornet of the -Ith 
floor. only to di,co\er that 
I'm in the mid,t ot a karfce-
klutch. 
The -1ib1ary i, the laq -
bastion (1f (rclat1vl') ,ilence lei l 
at J.C. Plca,c, when you \i,it 
the library. be comidL'ratc pf 
tho,e around you. If you want 
to ",ociali1e. ·' go ,omeplace 
whl'rl' you \\Oll't di'>!urb 
analy1e the deci~ion in the misinterpreted the changing 
light of my own experiences. need~ and per\pecti\'e of the 
Pancho', Saven\ method- ,tudent body. \\'ht:thcr thi~ 
ology asked for student attitude i, ba,t:d on ignorance 
re~pon~ihilit~, intellectual or qogirn.:~-,. the ,tudcnt 1, 
integrity, and sense of ,uh1t:c1t:d to a rangt: u1 
community \\ithin the t:ducat1onal e,pcrien,_·l''- th:it 
cla"'room. Quite often he wa, arc !1()1 «ltngct her 
,ucce,sful in the,e (lemands, enL·ouraging. In a 1cl:111omh1p 
sometime, he failed. The 1,nh a read1er \\h(),~ \ie\\\ l)f 
failurt:,, hll\\e\er, art: quden1,human r;at!1re ha, 
undcr,tandable. Ho\, can \\C bcclime· frozen in 1c1 m, t)f 
easily take rt:,poni,ibility for rotential. \\l', a, ,rudenh. 
our education when we ha\ c 1,l·L·t,t11l' , ii/_! :11 at 11 ,' d 
gro\,n up in a ,y\lem that I do 1101 kno1, l\h~ P:m.:110 
accept, and imtigate, other,. Tr~ to consider till' -
feeling, of the silent minority- pa~,i\'ity? It may be argued 
tlH),e of u, who oftt:n don't that the \ludent, of the pa~t 
even have the courage 10 a~k ha\'e at lea~t been literate and 
\\a, not hired I c.111 -r1ccttlatc. 
but speculation, a,e !,!L'nerally 
ineffectual_ \\Oncler, 
llll\\t'\'er, ii the ,1uden1~ will 
,ufrer or benefit trnm Iii, 
ab~ence. I knO\\ ho\, 1 f l'cl 
about tht: matter, ~et I \\ill not 
condemn. Cii\en ou, po,itH1n 
in thi~ imtitution, 11c h;\\c to 
leave the deci,ions to other, 
1 1 " motivated·. Yet our \'OU to hind y ", wt-up . 
I'm not ,igning ti ·, ~e-tt-c-r _,rndeces-;ors were ,timul,tted 
became I hope c yone in the hy a\\ e range 0f value, that 
library tonight \\Onder\ if it had not yet gone ~our. For 
ha~ been\\ ritten by the pcr,on student~\\ ho ha\'e been able to 
I · ., I · I JI overcome thC,L' ·handicaJ)~, ,itting be 1rnu t 1e1r ~·arrc wa . 
college is plain boring. For 
~. . ~-..· . . . . 
RECORDS SOUNDCHECK 
704 W. BUFFALO ST. 
',. 
March 22~ 19'79 
IC Crisis Center Concerned and Ready 
To The Editor: 
Because I have been a mem-
ber on the Crisis Center Staff 
for three years, I feel the need 
to inform the Ithaca College 
Community about the center. 
The center has been in 
existence for nine years and 
yet I feel that there are quite a 
few uninformed students. 
Ext. 158 is a peer counseling 
center. We have about 20 
people on the staff who are 
interested and concerned. 
Concerned in what, you ask? 
Our concern is for you, the 
Ithaca College student. As 
staff members we have 
undergone extensive training 
and we continue to learn 
throughout the academic year. 
Our training is for one 
purpose, to be better able to 
help you, the client. 
particular, but just about 
themselves and what's going 
on in their lives. That is 
probably the biggest reason 
for our existence. We are here 
to listen, and to help as best we 
can, because people often need 
to know that someone cares. 
Stop the Draft 
What do we have to offer 
you? I feel that Ext. 158 is a 
very valuable asset to the 
college. We have a walk-in 
and phone facilities. We also 
offer complete confidentiality 
and each staff member realizes 
the importance of openness 
and honesty with each and 
every client. We are able to 
provide information and 
answer questions about sex, 
drugs, birth control, VD, and 
many other topics relevant to 
the I.C. community. More 
importantly, we have people 
who are concerned and 
interested. There are times 
when people just need to talk, 
not about a,1ything in 
I wrote this because I feel 
that there aren't enough 
people who know that we are 
here, or why we are here. We 
are here for you. o'ur hours 
are, Monday thru Friday from 
6pm to 8am and 24 hours on 
weekends. There is always a 
staff member on page if these 
hours aren't enough. 
To the Editor: War know~ no sexism and 2 of 
During the spring break 5 the 5 bills· call for the induc-
studcnts went to Washington tion of women as well as men. 
D.C. They inqu_ired into "Draft opposition crosses 
severai concerns now facing I partisan lines. Conservatives 
the American people. One see peacetime comcription as a 
issue which directly effects gross intrusion by government 
college student~ in the present into citizen's lives. Liberab 
move to reinstate the draft. see it as a threat to civil liber-
There are now 5 bills in the ties and evidence of militarism 
legislative machinery that call in national life." Those for 
for the registration and con- whom the Bibical witnes,; is 
scription of young people. No central to their lives hear one 
longer arc we talking about the voice from the Old and New 
conscription of yonng men. Testaments: "They shall beat 
HAIRPORT 
o LATEST STYLE CUTS 
o NATURAL HAIR 
TRZATMENT 
o PERMANENTS 
o SIRAIGH1ENING ANfJ 
CCLORING 
.. ~ 
~ ~~ 
UNISEX SALON 
I 'f->:REDKEN I 
PRODUCTS 
277-3487 
142 S. AURORA ST. 
:.['CHOM nF ,\UROn,\ '.iT · 
In Narch when the season is early, and in 
April, when the season is late, there oc-
casionally come days which ar,;aken a new 
JOY in the heart. Every recurring spring 
one experiences this fresh delight. There 
is nothing very tangible yet in uwakening 
nature, but there is something in the air, 
some sentiment in the sunshine and in the 
look of things, a prophecy of life and 
reneh1al, that sends a thr i 11 through. the 
frame. John Burroughs 
THE-
PLANTATION 
Thur,, Fn oil 9pm 
'unilJ, 11-t 11-t Ithaca Commons 
273-72:31 
:--·-. - ·-· - ·--·-·-·-----·-·-·· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Early Bird Speci~l 
$8.00 per hour 
Mon. - Fri. 
7:00am to 2:00pm 
with student I.D. 
ADVANTAGE INDOOR 
TENNIS-CLUB 
Triphammer Rd. 
Call for reservation ... 257-2202 
11...- .. -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·I 
their swords into plowshares, 
and their spears into pruning 
hooks nation shall not lift up 
sword against nation, neither 
shall they learn war any 
more." ls.2:4 
It is importa
0
nt that the 
people of conscience begin 
now to consider (study, think, 
renect or pray) how they will 
respond when Uncle Sam 
issues his familiar call: "I 
want you." Conscientious Ob-
jectors should now begin to 
make their dissent public by 
registering their concern and 
opposition to the draft. Some 
good ways of doing so may be 
to write your congres,person, 
the President, letters to the 
editors of newspapers, term 
papers, discus~ your position 
with your pa~tor or Rabbi. 
Oppression Continues 
If you have qucstiom or 
concerns in thi, matter call or 
visit my office in Muller 
Chapel x3 l 85. 
Dale Winter 
Protestant chaplain 
by Ned Derrickson 
In South Africa, the system 
of apartheid allows whites one 
of the highest standards of 
living in the world, wl:ile 
blacks must live in miserable 
poverty. There is a vast num-
ber of unemployed blacks, and 
those who are employed are 
forbidden the right to strike or 
bargain collectively. They 
must live away from their 
families in urban worker com-
pounds. Blacks' vicious 
poverty, which has resulted in 
widespread death from star-
vation and disease, has been 
well documented. 
Since 1977 students and 
SHOE TROUBLE? 
SEE 
AURORA SHOE REBUILDERS 
Across from Seneca St. 
Parking Ramp Bus Stop 
206 N. Tioga St. Ithaca, N.Y. 
· Phone 272-2900 
0 Heels and Soles Repair 
0 Handmade Ladies' Bags 
0 Handbag & Zipper Rer-,air 
0 Repairs On AU Type of Boots 
Pick Up )lal1ons 
"(01enll111 1 Al lhe Cornm 
"lludenl Cleaning Cenler .IC? .I ·_,v,r4- h,e 
!Jk Ya1m1 ~ 
361 Elmira Rd.. Ithaca· 273-2253 
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-6; Cloud SundayS 
~ FRUIT BASKETS Madlt To Order 
~~c FRESH FRUIT 
AND 
SALAD MAKINGS DAILY! 
faculty on about 100 cam-
puses, including Ithaca 
, College have oppossed the 
investment policies of tneir 
schools in corporations having 
affiliates in South Africa. The 
most widely adopted policy, 
and the policy of Ithaca 
College , has been selective 
divestment: divestiture is con-
sidered from corporations 
which persistently refuse to 
adopt progressive social prac-
tices within the corporation. 
These practices include raising 
wa~es for blacks; changing the 
rules of "petty apartheid", 
that is, integrating dining 
facilities, lounges, toilets, etc.; 
and upgrading titles for 
blacks, such as by evaluating 
some io managerial positions. 
What proponents of selec-
tive investiture disregard is 'the 
larger con~ext and result of 
corporations functioning in 
South Africa. They see no 
contradiction between black 
liberation and the fact that 
corporations are legitimators 
of apartheid, since they act in 
accordance with, and not 
against white supremacists 
regime. Nor is any contradic-
tion recognized between en-
ding black miser:y and suppor-
ting the racist government 
through corporate taxes. 
continued on pa e 8 
•Whole Grains•Dried. 
F ruits•Cheese• Herbse 
Natural Juices•Brewers 
Yeast•Baking Yeast (No 
Preservatives)• Poppy 
Seeds•Sesame Seeds• 
Chestnuts•N. Y .S. 
Maple Syrup•Maria's 
Salad Dressing•Bean & 
Alfalfa Sprouts•Tropica:I 
Fruits in Se·ason 
Corner West Senaca & Albany St. 
Open Daily 7am-midnight 
Molson 
Miller 
Pabst 
6pack2.19 
case 8.59 
Gpack 1.98 
12pack 3.97 
case 7.85 
Gpack 1.54 
12pack 2.88 
case 5.59 
273-1030 "Home of the grnncl slam 
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Math Placement Exams At 
by Chuck Post 
Any student who wants to 
take a math course at I. C. 
next fall must have taken a 
math placement test before 
the start of the semester. 
The placement tests will be 
given by the math depart-
ment on April 3. Students 
should sign up with the de-
partment secretary in ad-
vance. For the first time, the 
Math Department is giving 
out a sample exam which will 
be available from the Math 
Secretary on Monday. 
A review session will be 
given on Monday. April 2 
in F205 from 7:00 to 9:30 p.m. 
The math placement test is 
given to help students deter-
mine which math course best 
matches their goals and abil-
ities. explained Math Profcs-
sor Larry Copes. '' We are 
trying to prevent students 
from being placed lower than 
they have to be; we' re doing 
that by trying to give them 
extra help in ways which have 
not been done before.' ' he 
!>aid. 
Students.who take the exam 
arc placed ipto one of four 
levels. which enables them to 
take certain courses. Copes 
Phi Kappa Phi Inducts 
by Sue Trevaskis 
The National Honor Society 
of Phi Kappa Phi is awarding 
membership to a total of"fifty-
two Ithaca College juniors, 
seniors, and graduate students 
and six faculty members at this 
year's initiation on Saturday, 
April 28. 
These students have been 
nominated by" their respective 
dean or director because of 
superior academic 
performance and active 
involvement within the Ithaca 
College community. From the 
nominees, the honor society 
has chosen approximately 5%-
of the senior class and 2 ½ % 
of the junior class to be elected 
to their membership. The 
faculty members who have 
been recognized as 
outstanding teachers and 
scholars were also chosen 
from those nominated by their 
deans. 
Phi Kappa Phi was installed 
at Ithaca College 
November 2, I 977. The 
primary objective of this 
national honor society is to 
acknowledge and _inspire 
excellence in scholastic 
activity. 
The initiation will take place 
in the lobby of Dillingham 
Center and will be open to the 
public. Phi Kappa Phi invites 
the inductees to a reception 
and banquet in the Wes; 
Terrace Dining Hall 
immediately following the 
initiation. During the 
reception, John Holt will 
speak to the members. This 
pronounced educator-writer is 
well-known for his literary 
works consisting of How 
Children Learn, How 
Children Fan, Never to Late, 
and What Do I Do Monday?. 
Due to lack of space, his 
-speech is limited to the 
members of Phi Kappa Phi, 
but tentative plans are being 
made · for a discussion with 
John Holt in the near future 
which may be open to the 
public. 
The following students and 
faculty have been selected to 
membership in the Ithaca 
College chapter of The 1 lonor 
Society of Phi Kappa Phi: 
Faculty members that were 
awarded were: Gene G. 
Abkarian (Sp. Path), Mary 
Arlin (Music), Palmer J. Dyer 
(Comm.), A. Craig Fisher 
(Phys. Ed), Frank W., 
Musgrave (Econ.), Paulen A. 
Smith (Physics). 
One Graduate student, 
Francine Crisara (Music) was 
also selected. Seniors _who 
were chosen were: 
Christopher M. Amarotico 
0(H&S), Peter R. Blanpied (All. 
Health), Deborah D. Buffton 
(H&S), Janice M. Burke (All. 
Health), Cheryl A. Cash 
(CIIS), Andrew F. Colman 
(Bus. Admin.), Neil G. 
Easterbrook (H&S}, Susan L. 
Endter (CiiS), Nancy Follis 
(HPER), Lauren_ B. Friedland 
o"'< .. 
explained. Students who have 
necessary skills but not the 
understanding of why skills 
work will be placed into a new 
course. Math 100 Prccalculus 
Functions. Students who have 
the basic understanding of 
the s"k.ills, but arc poor in the 
application of these skills 
will be placed in a one block 
refresher course entitled 
Prccalculus-Algcbric Skills, 
according to Cope<;. 
New 
Students who took the 
placement te!,tS and do not 
know their score should call 
the Math secretary at x3 I 07 
and in 24 hours she will tell 
vou vour !,Core. Students who 
have further question<; should 
speak with their advisors or 
with any of the following Math 
Professors: Larry Copes. 
Dorothy Buerk, or Steve 
Hilbert. 
Members 
(Comm), Laura J. Horlitz 
(H&S), Cynthia L. Katz 
(H&S), Mary K. Kemp (All. 
Health), Timothy D. Kopt (All. 
Health). 
Also selected were, Francis 
G. Leger (Music). Adrienne T. 
Levine (H&S), Hugh Montgo-
mery (H&S), Donald J. 
Nichter (HPER), Maura E. 
O'Dea (HPER), Beth N. Paris 
(All.Health), Donna Paolucci 
(Bus Admin), Kevin B. Reilly 
(Bus Admin), David A. 
Rosenberg (CIIS), Susan G. 
Schooner (Bus Admin), Nancy 
E. Smith (Music), William 
Wallsheim (Bus Admin), 
Donald E. Wershba (H&S), 
Elizabeth S. Wessel (Music). 
Sl!veral Juniors were also 
awarded membership those 
chosen were: Patricia E. 
Canning (Music), George J. 
Chiu (H&S), Joanne Cordaro 
(HPER), Cindy L. Friedmann 
(Comm.) , Laura Freije (Bus. 
Admin.), Cynthia Hadynski 
Comm.), Joy Hendrick 
(HPER), Jeffery P. Klafehn 
(Bus. Admin.), Susan E. Koch 
(Commun.), Linette Liebling 
(H&S), Constance E. Neborak 
(All. Health), Claire R. 
Oakley (CIIS). 
The following Junior'> were 
also selected:Jamal J. l?o<;s; 
(Music), Linda R. Sanford 
(All. Health). Jacqueline E. 
Scoones (H&S). Peter B. 
Storrings (Music), Jill A. 
Tengi (All. Health), William 
Tumas (H&S), Pamela 
Warner (H&S), Stephen L. 
Weiman (Bus. Admin), Marc 
A. Weinberg (Bm Admin), 
Amanda Zerilli (H&S). 
Cheryl B. Zimmerman (H&S). 
· c;~ ~'!0~"' ~ .--- Ben light Gym 
~\,~ (P~ 9:00p.m. 
e,O ~ 
~~ 
Tickets: 
$5.50 I.C. Students 
Egbert Union Office 
Page<, 
LIGHT AS MORNING MIST: 
THAT'S OUR PETAL-WRAP. 
SHEER PARTY DRESS 
You'll hove to try it on 
to believe how pretty you'll feel 
in our sheer. !!heer wrapped. 
ruffled. split-shouldered dre!-is. 
For doncing. Portyinl!. 
And anytime ot all you want to feel 
St·nrlett O'Hara spet·ial! 
Tlw dress shown. of eas~·-wcurinl!• 
li1.d1t-n'-·t'louds polyestrr, with 
dust,· ro!\e blooms 
on a nav~· /!round. 
Sizes 5 to I 3. S46. 
At The Wt•athervnne. of <·oursc! 
PYHAI\IIO :\1:\U. 
lthul'n. "i.Y. 
Opt·n S111ulu~" I 2-.",P:\1 
Utlll'r II eatherl'f//11' st11r1•s in C111111 .• 
lla.,s .. RhmJ,, l.~lu11d c\'.- \'1•11· llum{'.,h1r1• 
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Finding $$$ for I.Co 
by Steven Nester 
It takes quite a bit of money 
to run Ithaca College, the 
majority coming from student 
tuition. Approximately ninety 
one percent of the money used 
to run Ithaca College comes 
from the students. The other 
nine per cent comes from 
trusts, foundations, and in-
dividuals who make gifts of 
money. It may sound like easy 
money, but according to Walt 
Borton, Director of Public In-
formation. "Fund raising is a 
little more compl_icated than 
people think it is." 
The office of College 
Relations and Resource 
Development handles the 
aquisition of funds and 
decides from which faun-
. dations to· request funding. 
Foundations are finicky, in-
terested in funding projects 
which they believe to be im-
portant on the college campus. 
Some foundations support the 
construct ion of buildings, 
while others support curricular 
needs. 
P~ rurnid Mull 
Ser,·in!! from I I AM daily 
:\fon-Sut till I I Pm 
Sundny till 8 Pm 
257-0777 
Awakt·n 10 our 
Sunda~· Brun«'h 
f 
In order to receive funding 
for a specific project, a foun-
dation must be located which 
supports that type of project. 
What makes the job of finding · 
the appropriate foundation 
difficult is that the interests of 
foundations varies from year 
to year and from foundation 
to foundation. Just to get in 
the front door of a foun-
dation, a proposal is needed 
describing the projects aims 
and its cost. Proposals 
are drafted by· Joe 
Mano of the Office ot College 
Relations and Resource 
Development, with the help of 
faculty members of the depar-
tme.1t that requests funding. 
Money that is requested or 
donated for a specific project 
is called a .restricted capital 
gift. It can be -used only for 
that specific project. 
Unrestricted capital gifts may 
be used for any number of 
purposes, and are usually used 
for running the college. Last 
year, the college received 
$331,923 in unrestricted gifts 
for irunning the_ c?llege, 
$103,236 for restricted use, 
and $476,674 for a building 
fund. 
A source of perpetual fun-
ding is endowments. Money is 
deposited in accounts by 
foundations such as the Emer-
son Foundation, and. the in-
terest these accounts ac-
cumulate is given over to the 
college. The Emerson en-
dowment is restricted for the 
funding of scholar~hip~. 
The mos.t time consuming 
C(}Jif i111ted Oil /)(If.!<' 7 
BOOLS 
Flower-Shop 
Downtown 
209 N. Aurora St. 
272-8410 
Components of a Waterbed 
- -__ 1-
Available At. .. 
House of Shalimar 
Waterbed on display 
at the Commons Sto·re 
Try tt·Out! 
Stand-up lap 
aeam m.attreas 
Fottod aatety lino·, 
Heater 
and controller 
Frame 
Platform 
Podostal 
Collegetown On the Commons 
273-7939 
. Pyramid Mall 
257-2222 
\ 
-. 
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Prose and Poetry Reading Series at IC 
by Laura Garber 
The applied wntmg 
program at I.C. is presenting a 
series of prose and poetry 
readings to be held March 22, 
April 5, April 19, and May 3 
from 8-9 pm in Muller Chapel. 
Four instructors from 
applied wntmg will be 
featured, one on each night. 
The first reader, tonight, will 
be Katharyn Machan Aal the 
author of two poetry books, 
The Book of The Raccoon and 
Leaving. Recently, one of her 
poems was chosen for display 
on the New York City subway 
system; 
. M.R.A. Seeking Jrso 
Next, on April 5, will be 
Abby Rosenthal, whose work 
has appeared in magazines 
such as the Chicago Review 
and Epic, Cornell's literary 
magazine. She will be 
followed by Judy Kurlander, 
on April 19, who has Ithaca College is searching 
for junior students for its 
Medical Record 
Administration Program for 
the fall of 1979, according to 
E. Anne Moore, Interim 
Director of the program. 
The program began last fall 
with eight freshpersons. It has 
a· medical record science 
laboratory with a small 
c9mputer and electric filing 
systems. The program has 
also made 15 written 
agreements with surrounding 
medical facilities for the 
clinical practice courses 
offered during the last three 
semesters at IC. 
The program has also been 
granted funds from Hoffman-
LaRoche, Frueauff, and 
Allstate Foundations and 
from the Department of 
Health, Education and 
Welfare for additional 
support. 
"Medical Record 
Administration is , a rapidly 
expanding field with many 
career opportunities,'' said 
Moore. Professional skills for 
a graduate of such a program, 
she added, include 
coordinatig medical record 
services within a hosiptal, 
veterinary school, nursing 
home and ambulatory care 
center. It also includes 
retrieval of medical 
information for research by 
physicians, release of 
information to authorized 
attorneys or insurance 
companies, analysi~ of specific 
methods of treatment for the 
medical audit process, or 
management of an entire 
medical record department 
within a medical facility. 
Casenovia 
(CPS) Alice Walker will read 
from her work on Thursday, 
April 5 at 8 pm in an evening 
sponsored by the Women's 
Writer's Center, Inc. The 
reading will be held in the 
Coleman Union Lounge, 
Casenovia College, 
Casenovia, New York. 
*Funding at I.C. 
Alice Walker is a feminist 
poet, novelist and editor of 
Ms. Magazine. She has two 
books which will be released 
this spring: Good Night Willie 
Lee, I'll See You in the 
Momin[!.: New Poems {1971-
1977) and I Love Myself When 
I Am Laughing and Then 
Again When I Am Looking 
Mean and Impressive, an 
anthology of Zora Neale 
Hurston's writings. 
She has also ',\'.ritten two 
books of poetry, Once and 
Revolutionary Petunias, two 
novels, Meridian and The 
Third Life of Grange 
Copeland and a number of 
~hort stories, including a 
collection, In Love and 
co1ui1111edfrom page 6 , Development's efforts were 
..111d lucrative method or ob- well rewarded last year as an-
t aining funding is annual nual fund raising collected 
giving, donations made by 1,302,025 dollars in 
alumni of Ithaca donations. 
College.Every year since 
1973, Director of Annual J-----------------------
Giving Lorraine Chickering- H & H 
Clay has set up a telethon · 
which covers the entire east 
coast of the United States , w•1nes and 1•1quor· s 
where the majority of Ithaca 
College graduates reside. 
Groups of volunteer alumni 
are gathered and organized 
and they canvas their par-
ticular area, asking for 
donations from alumni, 
parents, and friends. 
A year-round campaign is 
the direct mailing request, in 
which thousands of letters 
describing the needs of the 
college find their way to tne 
doors of potential supporters. 
The Office of College 
Relations and Resource 
your home away from home 
with friendly service. 
celebrate the coming of spring 
get into great spirits visit 
H & H Wines & Liquors 
dosest liquor store 
to the I .C. campus 
218on the Commons 272-2111 
previously read the works of 
other author's besides her 
own. 
Mary Ann Rishell the only 
fiction writer, will appear last, 
on Mav 3. Her ~1101 L sll,. y 
"Strauss" won the Cornell 
Andrew's award in 1977 and 
appears in Best American 
Short Stories of 1978 and the 
January is~ue of the Hudson 
Review. Rishell was optimistic 
· about the program. "The size 
of the audience usually varies 
with the person who i~ 
reading, but in the past the 
turnout has been quite good." 
She added, "There seems to be 
an interest among the faculty 
and students in programs such 
as these, so we hope to 
continue them in the future." 
Welcomes Poet 
Trouble. 
The reading is the fifth in 
the 1978-79 series sponsored 
by the Women's Writer's 
Center, Inc., with as~istance 
from Poets & Writer'~ Inc. 
Adrienne Rich will read her 
poetry at the Center on Mav 
24. . . 
For additional information 
contact 315-655-3466 Ex. 138. 
,.,.._,~,._..~~~-t:s-vaa,.....,--..c,,_.,.~~~..-...-.c~~ ..... 
t ~ood resta11 
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Sexism-ma That D.iscri1ninates 
(CPS)-- A curious thmg 
happens to admissions 
applications at Davidson 
College_ in North Carolina. 
.When an application arrives 
from a male who was in the 
top ten percent of his high 
school senior class, there's a 
good chance it will be 
accepted. But when it comes 
from a female, also in the top 
ten percent of her class,there·s 
a much greater chance that it 
will be rejected. 
The phenomenon isn't an 
arbitrary decision by the 
admissions committee. 
Instead, it is part of the small 
private school's admission 
policy. Last fall's code 
mandated an enrollment of 
250 males and 110 females, or 
a 54:44 ratio. And last week 
Davidson's trustees amended 
the rule to admit even fewer 
females.at a 65:35 ratio. They 
also approved a measure that 
would allow administrators to 
admit more females if they 
were '"exceptionally well-
qualified." 
Why the discrimination? 
Tempted by the T-Top? 
·~-----~"' 
, . .,,, 
\ 
First see our version: the T-Port or Sport7lltop 
dual sunroof. Twin ports can be opened or removed 
individually. This is a first-class, tamper-proof unit, 
and our price, installed, can save you $400 over 
similar factory-installed versions. 
Auto 
& Boat WELCO Uph1stery 
CUSTOM TRIM Accessories 
CORNER OF COUI{T & 
FULTON, ITHACA 277-4727 
(NEXT TO OLD PORT HARBOUR Free Estimates 
'I; 
The comfort is Naturalizer. 
Way up high and feeling great 
... look how Naturalizer brings 
fashion and comfort together 
for you! Shiny, leather-trimmed 
cork soars above a polished wood 
heel in a sleek and sassy look for 
Spring. You'll love the way the 
sole follows your foot curve for 
pretty curve; in that perfect fit you 
know is Ni:ituralizer! 
SHOES TO BOOT 
PYRAMID MALL 
The reasons, Tony Boon of 
the admissions office hastens 
to explain, have nothing to do 
with sexism. Asked for more 
specifics, he added, "Well, 
there's a whole lot of different 
reasons" why the school is 
reluctant to consider all 
applications equally. 
The most telling is "some:-
thing as simple as tradition." 
Davidson was an all-male 
school for I 36 years before it 
decided to admit women in 
1973. That decision, 
moreover, was prompted by 
"the feeling that a single-sex 
institution is less- appealing" 
than a co-ed one, and by an 
anticipated decrease in the 
number of potential students. 
Admitting women, which 
Boon feels has "been really 
good for the school," wasn't 
welcomed by a·11 college 
groups. Specifically, the 
alumni seemed particularly 
disgruntled. Some felt, 
according to Boon, "there 
needed to be open to men a 
special kind of education." 
The fact that alumni are 
generous to the school 
"probably had something to 
do with" the 1976 decision to 
limit the admission or'women. 
A major fear of that time -
wa~ that women would choose 
continued on page 14 · 
*Corporations and Oppression 
conti1111ed.fro111 pa1:e 4 
Proponents of Ithaca 
College's policy emphasizes 
the benefits for the miniscule 
portion of the black 
population that work for 
American Corporations.· 
Meanwhile, they ignore the 
issue of how corporations give 
South Africa's -economy a 
high rate of growth, which is 
crucial to the country's op-
pressive social order. By 
ignoring these connections, 
advocates of Ithaca College's 
divestment policy have micr-
ocosmic _ view of black op-
pression. They "justify" a 
c.orporation's presence in 
South Africa if it makes im-
~ The LIVERr 
TAVERN 
,,.. 
• 
RPst Dr-inks Anywhere 
l~reat Steaks & Seafood 
~ arm,Friendly AtmosphPre 
.'-imt{-a-tonf! Frinriv&.',ururday 9:.10 
2027 SLATERVILLE RD. Open 
1'ues-Sat 
5-1 ROUTE 79 EAST 
PHONE 539-,7724 
lcetandic's 
Big Bargain to Europe 
Just Got Bigge& 
Introducing W_ide-Body DC-10 Service 
to the Heart o!_Europe. s.299 Roundtrip. 
y, /Jf{ j\nd _ourrgr~t 
,{;-/( bargam pnce 1s still 
/:;;.,· . the same as before. 
't• ,}1f Just $299 roundtrip 
~ :::':? from New York to Lux-}ii embou~g, ~149.50 one 
:;, way. Pnce mcludes an 
f excellent dinner, free wine 
and cognac. No restrictions. 
Tickets <:an be purchased 
anywhere in the U.S.A. and 
are good for a 
full year. DC-10 
flights leave and 
return five times 
weekly. 
·Prices are 
subject to change 
after May 14; 1979. Add 
$12.50" surcharge each way on 
trayel_between April 5 and 
April 27. 
------ .- --------1 
For more infonnation see your trnvel agent. Or write Dept. I 
_# Icelandic Airlines. P.O. Box 105, West Hempstead, NY 
11552. In New York City. call 757-8585 or call toll free in New I 
York State (800) --l-t2-:i910: elsew~(.·re. (800) 223-5080. I 
;\JAME __ _ 
A!)[>l~ESS 
CITY. __ _ 
I 
I 
-- - -- . ----- ------------ I 
_ STATE ______ ZIP _____ .I 
ICELANDIC 11=,CELANDAIR : L ___________________ J 
provements in a circumscribed 
sphere, while disregarding the 
larger scope of apartheid, 
which U.S. Corporations help 
to support. 
In light of .the fact that 
about one fourth (26.6percent) 
of 1.C. 's total investments are 
in these corporations, I urge 
stuqents to oppose the current 
divestment policy. Vigorous 
agitation should be made 
through Student 'congress , 
this newspaper, and our ad-
ministration. - Also, everyone 
should participate in the South 
African Awareness Week, 
coming _ in April. 
Coping 
··_With Asthma 
bJ Claudia A. Shayne 
Beginning March 26, Ithaca 
College will offer its second 
Family Asthma Program ,in 
co-sponsorship with the Amer-
ican Lung Association of Cen-
tral New York to help families 
understand and cope with 
children who suffer. from 
asthma. 
The Family Asthma Pro-
gram, funded by Christmas 
Seal· donations, will run for 
seven consecutive Monday 
nights for tv,:o-hour sessions. 
It will be open to child victims 
of asthma, ages 6-14, and in-
terested parents. 
According to Robert Caliel, 
a health, physical education 
and recreation professor at 
I.C., who is also on the board 
of the Central New York L"ung 
Association. the children in 
the program learn to m·anage 
their asthma better by explor-
ing their own capabilities and 
limitations. They will partici-
pate in breathing exercises, 
gym activities and swimming. 
During the . program, par-
ents arc given an opportunity 
to exercise with their children 
to create a better unde.rstand-
ing on both sides and ·to-en-
courage home practice. 
MEDICAL 
SCHOOL 
August '79 
applicants, 4-yedr fully 
recognized end estoblishe 
Mexican Medical Schoo( 
ith· several hundred 
American students enrotted. 
Use English language 
textbooks ond ~xoms in 
English. Schoof combines 
quality education. small 
classes, experienced 
teachers, modem facilities. 
Umversidad Del-Noreste 
120 East 41 St.. N. Y.C. 10017 
(212) 594-6589 
or232-3784 
0: t':'-'.--<, • 11,..: .r -· .. _ - -· ... i,~..::. -.... :i.. ~ 
I , •',.) 
First Dinner Theatre at I. C. 
b:,; Mindy Janow 
"The Rocky Horror Dinner 
Theatre Show" will be 
pre~ented thi\ weekend in' the 
Crossroad~. According to .Jon 
Grode~ki, who i~ directing the 
\how, this i, the first attempt 
at a "dinner theatre" at J.C. 
The show feature, Dana 
Ferri as Janet; David 
Hamp~on as Riff-Raff; Tim 
Houghton a, Frank; Daniel 
McDonald as Brad; Cindy 
Powell as Columbia; and Lisa 
Weinstein as Magenta. All the 
music i~ taken from the 
original play. Thi~ 
performance is "halfway 
between the stage and lllO\ ic 
version of the show and it 1s 
recognizable to all,_" says 
Grodc~ki. 
"The Rocky Horror Dinner 
Theatre" will be performed in 
the crossroads this Thursday, 
through Sunday. Dinner will 
be ~crved at 7: 15. It i~ "all 
vou can eat" for $7 .50 for IC 
~tuuent, and S8.50 for all 
other,. Ticket, arc available 
at the Office of Campus 
Activities in the Union. 
---- ------------
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007 Cultists Say Connery ls Bond 
bJ Paul Bembaum 
Although Reverend Jim 
Jones, Sun Yung Moon and 
Charles Manson did nothing 
to glamorize the image of cult 
heroes, there still remains a 
varied array of people, 
movies, and television 
programs etc. which draw a 
select but enthusiastic 
following without the benefit 
of brainwashing and mass 
murder. Some examples 
include "Star Trek", "The 
Rocky Horror Picture Show," 
and Humphrey Bogart. These 
are all legitimate cult figures 
and their followings are 
extraordinary. 
"Star Trek" conventions 
play to standing room 
audiences annually; for a 
program which was cancelled 
ten years ago. "Rocky 
Horror" and Bogart films 
play to equally fanatical 
crowds whenever they are 
shown. Of course, the general 
masses do not share in this 
zeal. Not that they -d_islikc 
these particular figures. They 
may, in fact, enjoy Bogart 
movies to a large extent. But 
unlike the cultist, they are not 
obsessed. One cannot tall' 
rationally to a cultists. An ex-
roommate of mine endlessly 
praised the talents of singer 
Dory Previn, using several 
alburris as evidence of her 
genius. I listened to her, and 
proclaimed her lousy; using 
those same records as my 
evidence. He wouldn't listen. 
To the uninitiated, there may 
be no logical reason for a cult 
following. But -t:1ere doesn't 
have to be. 
There is another cult which 
has not yet been prought up. 
You see, the preceding 
paragraph has served for 
background information and 
dramatic emphasis for what 
the main theme of this article 
is about. It is about James 
Bond. It is about thirteen 
James Bond books and over 
one billion people who have 
paid to see eleven James Bond 
films. But it is more. 
Before any serious 
discussion of Bond can begin, 
two things must be done. 
First, forget about "Casino 
Royalen. Although this was 
the first Bond book written by 
-Ian Flemming, the subsequent 
film was a spoof produced by 
outsiders, and an Achilles heel 
to Bond purists. Second, toss 
out George Laze_mby's 
performance in "Her 
Majesty's Secret Service". 
The man had no business 
being an actor anyway. This 
done, we can now delve into 
the reason as to why James 
Bond can qualify as a cult 
figure. 
actor. He may play Bond for 
the next twenty years. He may 
even win an Oscar. It won't 
matter. Sean Connery created 
the role, refined it and brought 
it to the level where anyone 
else, including Moore, will 
always be a poor facsimile. 
l hts may sound ridiculous 
to many. But to many it 
won't. There is just something 
about Sean Connery that sets 
his six Bond movies above all 
the others. It's his manner, his 
style, his looks, his lines, his 
movements. It's the 'way he 
wears a freshly pressed tuxedo · 
under his rubber diving suit. 
It's the way he makes love to 
stunning women while keeping 
his eye on the clock. It's the 
way he dances his partner to a 
chair and seats her, explaining 
that "she's just dead" to the 
rest of the table, when in fact 
she is. In essence, Roger 
Moore can't hold Sean 
Connery's Walther PPK. 
If one needs any proof of "Bond Fever" to a peak. It is 
this, he or she need only attend magic. It is Scan Connery. 
any Connery/Bond film. Analyze it forever and you'll 
Cornell, fortunately, has come up empty. There is no 
shown these films periodically reasonable explanation. As 
over the last couple of years. with other cult heroes, there 
The impact is amazing. If t!~e, never is. 
movie starts at eight, there's a In the last few years, 
double line around the campus Cornell has shown "Dr. No", 
by six-thitty. Naturally there "Gold finger", "From Russia 
are never enough seats in the With Love", and "You Only 
theatre. There are not enough Live Twice". They haven't 
seats in Cornell. As soori- as featured the most lavish Sean 
the moving "eye" comes into Connery/ James Bond film 
focus, the crowd starts to ever produced, and what is 
scream. This state of frenzy- regarded by many as the best 
remains throughout the two , '-'Thunderball". Now here'"s 
hours, interspersed with -the good news. The wait is 
laughter at the Bond wit, and over. "Th underball ", 
cheers at the inevitable Bond complete with Bond, MisS---
victory. During the Moneypenny, "M", "Q", 
intermission of a· double-bill it and a great villian, Emilio 
gets worse. Seven-hundred Largo is coming to Ithaca 
people chant "Bond! Bond! College. Mark this date down 
Bond!" in unison for fifteen and don't use pencil. 
minutes, until the theatre Wednesday,- March 28th 7:30 
darkens and once again the and 9:30 P!Jl in Textor 102. 
John Barry theme brings the 
On the surface, it seems as 
though 'he shouldn't. After 
all, the Bond series has been 
the most successful string of 
films in movie history. Its 
theme songs have won 
Grammy awar<l;s. The movies 
are perennial rrioney-makers. 
By now they are a part of 
popular culture. Yet there are 
two sides to James Bond, sides 
that split the films into two 
separate and distinct factions. 
They are the two major actors 
who have played agent 007: 
Brass Quintet' to Begin Season 
Scan Connery and Roger 
~oore. These are the two 
lines drawn in battle over may 
a heated argument . But to 
the real James Bond followers, 
the James Bond purists, the 
James Bond cultists, there i5 
no arguement. One fact is 
obvious. While Roger Moore 
plays James Bond, Sean 
<::onnerv is -James Bond. 
Roger Moore may be a fine 
The Ithaca Brass Quintet, 
artists -in-, esidence at Ithaca 
College, will begin its recital 
season at the College 11ith a 
concert on Thursday, March 
22 beginning at 8: 15 pm in 
Ford Hall Auditorium. 
The Quintet -includes 
trumpeters James Hynes and 
Herbert Mueller, horn player 
JohnCovert, trombone player 
Charles Dalkert and tuba 
player David Unland. All are 
members of the School of 
Music faculty, with the 
exception of Hynes, who is a 
graduate of IC. 
Formed in 1966 as the 
resident quintet at Ithaca 
College, the group has 
;~~~. ui~" 
~~·id .. ~~~~-~~'?' . 
-~ . -.. t· ; ' t~· . ~ 
/Iii,. ~ ~· 
expanded its act-ivities to 
include programs throughout 
the East, Midwest and 
Southwest, as well as 
workshops on brass pedagogy 
and performance for state, 
regional and national 
conferences of educators and 
professional music 
organizations. 
and "Canzona per Sonare No. 
3"- by Gabrielli and "Four 
Movements for Five Brass" by 
Collaer . Jones. 
The program will consist of 
"Two Flemish Songs" by 
Haas, "Canzona per Sonare" 
"Contrapuntus IX" by Bach, 
"Brass Quintet" by Thomas 
Frederickson and "Brass 
Quintet" by Arthur 
Frachenpohl will also be 
performed. 
The March 22 concert will 
be free and open to the public. 
Music Quiz Answers, 
suop:mmv 
;:,4.1 puu onalsO:) S!AI3 (f; 
;)UOON j;Jl;:)d (p 
(£ 
(ll?l!nli) liu!pp;i~ PON 
(1a:mpo1d) U!llUW ::>'illoao puu puu (swn1p) IPlJ:ll!W tpl!W (I 
As Q Lawyer's A~sistant-
Earn The Credentials That Count 
• Adelp_hl University's Lawyer's Assistant Program 
offers the skills, specialties and credentials that count 
In the legal community. ADELPHI HAS THE ONLY 
PARALEGAL PROGRAM IN THE METROPOLITAN 
NEW YORK AREA THAT IS APPROVED BY THE 
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION.• If you are a _colle\Je -
graduate and qualify, you may choose tospec,allze m: 
, -Employee Benefits-Estates, Trusts and Wills-
Corporations-Litigation-Real Estate and Mortgages 
-or become a Generalist. 
• Legal Internships • Employm~nt As~istance 
A reprfSOnlative from Adelphi Un1versity"1 Lawyer's Assistant Program w,11 boat 
L tnaca Cl, 11,•g,• on ~lan:h '.!.7, 197() . 
from l O : 0 ( J a Ill to .'.; : 0 ( l ri1;1 
Contact the Placement Office for an indrv,dual appomtmen\ or attend the Ouest.'on 
and Answer Opport1.1n1tv for prospect,ve students vwhich w,11 be held from l : 3 () 
to 2 : · 3 () l) m For more information. contact the Placement Ofhce or the 
Lawyer's Assistant Program. Adolph, University. Gardon C11v. Now York. (516) 
· 294,8700. Ext. 7604. 
·-------------------------------------· For a free brochure about lh1scareeropportumlycall 5161294.S700. E•t 7604-5, or 
ma,1 the coupon below lo Center for career Programs. Lawver"s Assistant Program_ 
"AdelphlUnlversrly,GardenC,ty.NewYork 11530 Adelph. · ___ .
1 DayProgramn - CJ>i> l -----0Summer 1979-June 11-August 31 
0Fall 1979-September24-C>ecember 14 
Ennlng Program11 
D Spring-Summer-March 6-August 30 
D Fall-Winter-September 11 March 20, 1980 
Adelphi University ,n eooporatlon 
with the National Ce.ntor For 
Paralegal f;a,ning 
name ___________ phone ______ _ 
address ___________________ _ 
c,ry _______ stalP _____ z,p ____ _ 
Adelphi Unlvers,ly admits students on the basrs ol ind1v1dual merit and without 
regard to race. color. creed or sex ' 
. , .,, ~ 
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his loyalty to the plant and by I c ~ • o h 
his desire to inform the public O o utring re estra to 
of the impending disaster. He • 1t----....,..--r--~----............ ~--..11wants to help Fonda expose Fieature Robert Schm1dt 
the problems at the plant, but 1 ' 111 
The-China 
Syndrome 
Reviewed 
by Barbara Da~son 
at the same time believes in the 
infallibility of the safety 
system. His choice is an 
agonizing one, and it is only 
with great difficulty and a 
great deal of soul searching 
that he .makes his decision. 
Lemmon, who has proved his 
versatility in the past, shines 
once again in this film and is a 
joy to_ watch. 
The movie is an excellent 
one, it is both entertaining and 
though provoking, and 
Clarinetist Robert Schmidt -Wagner. 
will be the _featured soloist A 1962 graduate of the 
with the Ithaca College String Philadelphia Conservatory of 
Orchestra. The Orchestra will Music, Schmidt studied 
be performing (IP M;irch 30th. clarinet with Anthony 
The concert will be held in the Gigliotti and Robert McGimis. 
Ford Hall Auditorium on the He joined the LC. faculty in 
College campus. 1967. 
Schmidt, a faculty member The Ithaca College String 
of the School of Music, will Orchestra program is free and 
play "Adagio For Clarinet"by will begin at 8: 15 pm. 
Music Frat Sponsors 
~flll-lllllillllil• combines these two with great 
success. "China Syndrome" 
is a movie that will appeal to 
just about everyone. l f you 
Dance Marathon 
4 people - outstanding 
3 people- good 
2 people- Jair 
J person- poor 
While covering what was 
going to be just another news 
story_:_on ~nergy, a Los Angeles 
TV newsrep<:>rte·r and her 
camera crew were witnesses to 
a major accident at a nuclear 
power plant. The ~amera 
operator had the presence of 
mind to record the whole 
incident on film, thinking it 
might be something 
important. As it turns out, he 
was·quite correct. 
The themes of "The China 
Syndrome" are the potential 
dangers of nuclear energy and 
nuclear power plants as well as 
what goes on behind the 
camera in a TV station. The 
movie manages to integrate 
the-two into a slick, classy, 
-thought-provoking thriller. 
Jane Fonda stars as 
Kimberl~· Wells, a soft-news 
reporter for a Los Angeles 
television station. ·Wells 
has become bored with her 
role in the news department, 
she wants to do something 
besides covering stories on 
animals'. birthday parties. 
Then, as luck would have it, 
she stumbles into the story of 
,he accident at the nuclear 
plant. When the head of the 
TV station refuses to allow her 
story on the air, and locks the 
film up in the vault, her 
camera operator (played by 
Michael Douglas) steals it, 
accusing everyone of a cover-
up. As the film continues, it 
becomes obvious that there is 
a plot to cover-up the 
accident, but it's not. at the 
station. 
Fonda shines in her role, 
and proves that she is a very 
versatile actor. She plays her 
role with such understatement 
that she hardly seems to be 
acting at all. _Fonda is backed 
by an equally well cast group 
of actors. ·Michael Douglas is 
excellent in his role also. His 
acting is, like Fonda's, 
understated and natural. 
While he does not appear on 
camera as frequently as other 
mem~ers of the cast, he- makes 
every moment count. 
While Fonda and Douglas 
are superb, the real star of this 
film is Jack Lemmon. He 
plays the chief supervisor of 
the power plant, a man torn by 
The Clemens Center Presents 
The Oldest Ballet Company 
in U.S. 
IN RESIDENCE: 
Fri. March 30, Sat. March 31, 
& Sun. April 1 at 8pm. 
Programs include "La F1lle Mal Gradee'· w(th tullv 
p1cturesl°e set. "Catherine." and 0 'Lum1nesque" -
1ckets: $5.50, $4.50, $3.50 
Available at Clemens Center Box Office r: :11!111 -
MON.· Fri. 12 noon· 6pm &Sat. 10am • 3pm 1ffit~ 
and at Bookmarks - Corning ~rielrlens 
Ph6l,e .JJA-8191 Or Cornrng 562-J211 lorres,,rvalW>nS a,; '(_"'efller-
You Don't Need a Subway! 
To 
Get 
. , .. r·.., 
All Winter ·Stock 
At Below Cost 
Prices. 
• Wl1en you are 
·1n Cosent1m·s Shoes· 
step downstairs to find 
blouses, sweaters, pants. 
skirts all at low low prices 
·,f.Ol·Y<rti:;l, 130 The Commons 
9:00-5:30 Mon-Sat 
Thurs & Fri Night 
Open till 9:30 
----------------------- -------- -
see nothing else this year, see 
"The China Svndrome". 
Music Quiz 
by Mark Felix 
1) Who besides Jimi Hendrix 
comprised the Jimi Hendrix 
Experience'? 
2) What is Buddy Rich's real 
name? 
3) Name both the best-known 
manager and the best-"known 
producer of the Beatles. 
4) Who was the lead singer of 
the Herman's Hermits? 
5) Who will be performing at 
Ithaca College on April 4th? 
by Pat Regan 
· Kappa Gamma Psi, a pro-
fessional music fraternitv at 
1.C. will sponsor a 12 hour 
dance marathon on March 
31st from 1pm to lam in the 
Crossroads. Disco for the mar-
athon will be provided by 
WVBR. 
The marathon is being held 
to raise money to benefit the 
advancement of young com-
posers. Every year Kappa 
holds a composition contest in 
which students submit origin-
al works to be performed in a 
recital. The works are judged 
by a faculty panel and cash 
prizes arc awarded. Every 2 
years the fraternitv commis-
sions a professionai composer 
to write a piece for them. 
In addition to the marathon 
a dance contest will be held at 
9pm. Admission prices are as 
follows: I :00 - $10.00, 4:00 -
$7.SO. 7:00 - SS.00, 10:00 -
$2.50. First prize for the dance 
contest will be $25.00 in cash. 
Prizes arc also being offered 
for completing 12 hours of 
dancing. 
f!J1/orl~4amous . ~ 
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Next Week In The Crossroads 
MANZANERA 
K·SCOPE 
,•', 
·:/ .f.\ 
With K-Scope Phil Manzanera 
takes you the, next step. This 
album brings the future af rock 
ancl roll to the here and now 
Two new mmical acts will 
be highlighted 111 the 
Crmsroads next week. 
Guitari,t Elaine Silver will be 
featured on Monday evening 
while Tue~day e\'ening will 
bring the duct Burton ·& 
Tarrer. 
Elaine Silver, a nati\'c of 
New .Jer~ey, ha, travelled 
cxtemively throughout the 
Ea,t. offering a varied 
rrogram of contemporary and 
traditional folk ,ongs. 
acapella ballad,, · hltlc\ and 
5wing tunes. 
Keith Burton and Steve 
Tarrer call their mu~ic "a 
, mixture or folk-rock and 
l atin-jan." Burton and 
Tapper ha\'e performed 
together ,incc 1976. Their 
4 rcrertoire include~ ,ongs by 
Stevie Wonder, Jethro Tull, 
Steely Dan, Keith Jarrett, 
Antonio Carlm .lobim. MlN: 
Alli,on, Yan ~lorrison and 
Scott Joplin. 
Silver play, guitar, banjo 
and dulcimer and ha, 
., rerformed at nurncrou~ 
college,, coffeehnu~e, and 
festivals·. 
Both performance, begin at 
8 pm. Admission i~ 25 ce1m 
J with an I.C. 1.0., 50 cents for 
all others. 
U.K. 
DANGER MONEY 
UK 1s the best Progressive 
Rock of ,my country. Their first 
c1lbum recaptured the colonies 
and this new om, establishes 
their ruie 
OARCLAY JAMES HARVEST 
XII 
An album of remarkable rock 
and roll by on0 of the most 
!mportant bands 1n contempo-
rary British music 
THE JAM 
All MOO CONS 
.. ~r:.--:i]f: :-'- '. -·-
• I' •l~ .. 
. . ' 
, . 
• 
This album has The Jam ready to 
take their place next to The Who, 
Kinks. and precious few others. 
ON POLYDOR AND POLYDOR/MANKEN RECORDS AND TAPES. 
Available at Discount Records and Disc Records 
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Ea-rs/. . 
byScottGreene Loggins' Nightwatch 
of this style in some of 
Loggins tunes. 
"Wait a little While" is a 
lofty, carefree song about 
finding peace of mind. In 
es,e~ce,Loggins says you can't 
find it; it finds you. Peace will 
come when the time is right so 
just wait a little while. This is 
one of the best songs on the 
album seco_nd only to 
"Whenever I call you 
Friend'. 
"Whenever I call you 
friend" i~· the obvious 
standout. This is quite obviou,; 
by the amount of airplay thi~ 
recieved since its release in 
August. It was written b:, 
Kenny LOggins and Melissa 
Manchester with backgroun 
vocals sung by Fleetwood 
Mac's Stevie Nicks. Loggins & 
Nicks voices blend well by 
together, creatrng a preuy 
song. 
There are some 
disappointments in this 
album . The two hard 
reaching tunes previously 
mentioned suffer because 
Loggins was not forceful 
enough in his vocals. 
This album is one of good~ 
and bads, a~ is the case with 
most transitional albums. It 
has been a search for Kenny 
Loggins, a search for the type 
of music that he i~ most 
comfortable with. The 
response to this album should 
show Kenny Loggins where his 
<,trcngths lie. 
This column i\ brought to 
you courtesy of Soundcheck 
Sy\tems, Inc. 704 W. Buffalo 
St. where the Top 50 album~ 
are on sale 36<; days a year. 
"Nightwatch" seems to me 
to be a transitional album for 
Kenny Loggins. The diversity 
in musical styles indicates this. 
I'm not saying that it is bad to 
play in different musical 
styles. It's only bad when you 
try to over extend your talents. 
Kenny Loggins is quilty if this 
occasionally. He does well 
with pop. jazz styles, but is 
unable to force his voice 
through on the rock 
tunes., "Down 'n Dirty" and 
"Somebody Knows". 
This album was produced 
by keyboardist Bob James. 
James also composed the 
string arrangements. The 
engineers have put out a very 
slick album. All instruments 
can be heard well, not a easy 
task when a lot of the music is 
orchestrated with 
~trings,horns,and woodwinds. 
Aeolian Chamber Players 
to Perform at I. C. 
Loggins explores jazz styles 
in the songs 
''Night watch'' ,and 
"Angelique". Both are nice 
tunes with haunting 
background music. The lycrics 
of "Nightwatch" speak of a 
person waiting for a lover to 
return and fill his or her heart 
with warmth. It's a_ tune ~f 
dreams and wishes of 
togetherness. The 
"Nighwatch;' is that person's 
term for the long hours of 
waiting for and warning love. 
This song includes a nice soft · 
sax solo. 
"Angelique" is a song 
about a woman who captivates 
men with passion. There is an 
evilness in this woman. She is 
addicting, yet when she leaves 
you there are no withdrawal 
sy~oms. These two songs have 
some excellent instrumental 
sections. The tone of 
"Angelique" is set by a 
Stanley Clarkis opening bass 
solo. 
"Down in the Boondocks" is 
an old Joe South tune. Its 
funky style is a trait · of 
South's. Loggins rendition 
uses that orginal style to his 
advantage. There is an element 
1 nc Aeolian Chamber 
Players will perform at Ithaca 
College on April·2-3. It ispart 
of the College's Concert 
Season "Young Sensations". 
Hailed as the "remarkable 
Aeolians" by the New York 
Times and as "poetic 
virtuosos" by the New 
Yorker, the Player~ arc 
respected throughout the 
world for their sensitive 
interpretation of both 
traditional and contemporary 
music. 
The Aeolians were first 
brought together in 1961 by 
violinist Lewis Kaplan. He 
was convinced that ~ 
permanent ensemble should be 
formed to perform the rich, 
272-7655 
Enjoy a schooner of 
be e r ... a·n d u n 
Ollieburger! 
Kings Productions. the largest producer of professional Live Shows 
for theme parks, will be aud!tioning at' 
Univ. of Rochester. Rochester, N. Y. 
Eastman School of Music, A-804, Opera Rehearsal Rm .• 
Wed., Marc~ 28, IOA.M.-3 P.M. 
Seasonal performers are needed at: 
KINGS ISLAND, Cincinnati, OH KINGS DOMINION, Richmond, VA 
CAROWINDS, Charlotte, NC Hanna-Barbera·s MARINELAND, LA, CA 
S 175- S200/ week SINGERS• DANCERS• INSTRUMENTALISTS 
Round-trip airfare paid tor hired performers traveling over 250 miles to work at the parks 
KINGS PRODUCTIONS, Cincinnati, Ohio 45219 
but rarely heard, chamber 
repertoire for chc mixed· 
sounds of strings, wind~ and 
piano. He chose the name 
"Aeolian" from the Aeolian 
harp, an ancient instrument 
with <,trings that arc activated 
by the wind, not by touch. · 
Within a short time, such 
composers as Luciano Berio, 
George Crumb, George 
Rochbcrg and · William 
Bolcom became intrigued by 
the group's flexible 
instrumentation and musical 
excellence. They_ began to 
compose for the players. 
Nearly 100 pieces have been 
written for the group which 
includes clarinetist Thoma\ modern work~ \\ ritten 
Hill, pianist Jacob Maxin, and expressly for the group. 
cellist Ronald Thomas. Tickets will be on sale for 
Throughout the years the $7.50 general admission, SJ 
players have won international for student~ at Hickev'~ Music 
praise for their inventive Store, Willard Straight, 
concert programs featuring - Egbert Union and at the door 
great works from the pa~t and l he day of the show. 
ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN 
is True," 
Forces"). 
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American Jewish Committee 
(CPS) The American Jewish Ira Silverman and Melvin 
Committee today announced Merians, respectively the 
that it had distributed AJC's Director and 
propo~ed guidelines to the Chairperson of Special 
heads of 187 American Programs, stressed that the 
colleges and universities, guidelines were riot necessarily 
aimed at helping them protect intended to be adopted 
their academic freedom and literally but were offered as a 
AJC had consulted with 
several universities when they 
were considering such offers. 
The most recent cases, he said, 
involved Georgetown 
University and the University 
of Southern California. He 
.added: 
maintain their independence suggestion of how a college or "We have come to 
when considering offers of university could prepare itself recognize that working in this 
grants or contracts from to meet the situation should it manner, after the fact, is not 
Distributes 
guidelines for their practices in 
this regard." 
Silverman, a former 
Director of Federal Relations 
of the Association of 
American Universities, who 
developed the guidelines in 
comultation with a wide 
spectrum of. academic leaders, 
said that most potential 
March 22, 1979 
Guidelines 
donors were "prominent 
individuals, foundations, 
corporatio_ns or governments 
of oil-rich nations who have 
beell" trying to infiltrate the 
American academic scene as 
part of an overall plan for a 
major public relations 
campaign in the United 
States.'' 
foreign sources. be faced with an offer of a ideal. We believe it would be 
These guidelines were made foreign grant or contract. useful for our major 
public on March 7 at a news Merians, who ~ent the universitie\ to consider the *''Tradition'' 
conference at the AJC's guidelines to the academic i~sues in advance of any 
national headquarters in N. Y. community, explained that the problem, and to det'ermine rnillinuedfrom page 8 }} s courses that weren't within Politics Called_ Sexua y timulating ~:~i~1t~~-n/re~-~~;f:~~i~~:; 
(CPS) --Participants in the 
mass protest demonstrations 
of the recent past frequently 
joked--or complained-- that 
the gatherings were more like 
social events than political 
actions. Now comes informed 
speculation that they may have 
been right. 
Zodiac News Service reports 
that Sexual Medicine, a 
German medical journal, has 
found that political 
"extremists" often become 
sexually excited during didn't fare as well off the trammg. As a result, the 
political meetings and streets. The "extremists" school would have faced 
confrontations. sexual fantasies tended toward significant extra costs to hire 
The journal investigated the the sadistic or masochistic, more professors and expand 
sex lives of 336 students at and they had trouble reaching existing facilities. But the 
Heidelberg University, orgasm. "1hey also allegedly problem, Boon says, never 
starting ir 1971, when the had repressed "homosexual materialized. "By and large, 
campus ,·,s a radical center. It tendencies". the women enroll in the same 
found that students professing But Heidelberg students things men do, and do just as 
"extreme" ideologies of either . who were either politically well." 
the left or right often became apathetic or who had centrist Whatever the reasons for 
aroused d u ring views reportedly had satisfying the sexual quotas, though, not 
demonstrations. The study sex 1 iv es. all of Davidson's 1300-some-
also found that these people students are pleased. Six 
----------~---.... WANT A SUMMER CAMP JOB? A~jATAC 
Pos1t1ons available (Male-Female) Physical Education Ma1ors. 
Specialists in~all athletic areas; Assistants to Tennis Pro; Golf; 
Gymnastics; Swimming (WSI): Smallcratt (sailing-canoeing): 
R1flery: Archery: Arts and Crafts (general shop, woodworking), 
Ceramics, Sewing~ Photography; Science (general-electronics), 
Harn Radio (general license); Pioneering, Tripping. Camp located 
in Northeastern Pennsylvania (Poconos). For further-information 
write to. : Tra1l's End Camp, c/o Beach Lake Inc , 215 Adams 
Street. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201. 
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Chinese-American Food 
114 W. State Street 
K. .,,. 
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months ago, senior Martha 
Sanford brought a petition 
signed by over a quarter of the 
student body to 
administrators. The petition 
asked that the quotas be 
dropped. No action was 
taken, according to The 
Davidsonian, the student 
paper. 
In.February, the campus 
National Organization for 
Women chapter again 
approached administrators, 
again asking for equal-access 
admission. l'he group 
compiled statistics showing 
that, of equally-qualified 
applicants, 70 ·percent of the 
males were accepted, but only 
58 percent of the women were 
accepted. 
During the last weekend of 
February, though, the trustees 
reaffirmed the quotas. Boon 
was not too hopeful that 
they'd be dropped later, 
either. "We're a traditional 
school in the south," he sighs. 
' 'The thinking is a little more 
conservative." 
,March2819 
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1979 Baseball Outlook 
The lthac.:a College baseball 
1ine will seek a return trip to 
he NCAA Division 111 World 
,cries, and a fourth con-
,ecutive playof( bid, as the '70 
,aseball seasons unfolds. The 
3ombers took third place 
nonors in last year's World 
Series, after capturing the 
Northeast Regional title in 
four straight games. It was 
Ithaca's 41st consecutive win-
ning season, and its seventh 
playoff appearance in the last 
nine years under veteran coach 
Carlton "Carp" Wood. 
Ithaca enters a new baseball 
era in '79, however, following 
the retirement of Wood and 
mark. Last year's club hit a 
composite .289, with a .955 
fielding average, despite a 
slow start and bad weather the 
first half of the season. The 
team hit its peak right around 
playoff time, winning its last 
four regular season games and 
its first five playoff contests. 
In the Northeast Regionals, 
Ithaca's hitters . exploded 
for wins over Westfield State 
(8-5), Pace (9-6), host Eastern 
Connecticut(l 3-10) and Bran-
deis(l 9-5 in the championship 
game). The Bombers outhit 
the opposition.358 to .241 in 
the tournament and had six 
players named to the All-
Star John Bertino. 
Bertino, a ~ophomore from 
RIT, is one of ·three oucstan-
ding transfer students with a 
shot at cracking the starting 
lineup. A .288 hitter in the 
fall, Bertino will challenge 
either in the outfield, at third 
base, or behind the plate. A 
strong third base candidate is 
Monmouth transfer Jim 
Barletta, a shortstop in the fall 
:1.nd Ithaca's leading hitter 
with a .364 average. St. 
Lawrence transfer Jeff 
Backer, a local Ithacan, is a 
mlid hitter with outfield or 
designated hitter potential. 
Perhaps the team's top · 
Ithaca's probable double play combination: John Nicolo (SS) and Joe Hopkins (2B). 
the appointment of George 
Yalesente. A '66 graduate of 
Ithaca and a former pitcher in 
the Washington Senators 
organization, Yale~ente 
replaces the person who 
coached him in three sports: 
baseball, basketball, and soc-
. cer. Wood coached NCAA 
playoff teams in all three spor-
ts, including nine post-season 
baseball appearances in 13 
years and an overall 233-75-2 
baseball record. Twice his 
teams were national runner-
ups, while last year's club 
managed a third finish. 
Yalescnte, who coached at 
N. Y. Maritime College for the 
past two years; inherits a 
veteren ball club from last 
year's Northeast Regional 
championship team. Twelve 
letterpeople return, including 
the entire starting infield and 
three of the four pitchers from 
the starting rotation. 
· "Our strength lies in a good 
defense and good hitting," 
~aid the first-year coach, who 
5uided his fall team to a 12-5 
Tourney team: designated hit-
ter Steve DeMatties (the tour-
ney MVP), outfielders Ted 
French and Rick Watt\, first 
baseplayer Rich Preston, thrid 
~acker Mark Delello and pit-
cher Gavin Russo. .\II are 
back in'79, along with classy 
second bascplayer J QC 
Hopkins and ~hortstop John 
Nicolo, an All-Tournament 
selection in the Division I I I 
World Series. 
"Much of our success will 
hinge on Nicolo (following 
knee surgery) at shortstop,'' 
noted Yalesente. "He's the 
key. Nicolo and (Joe) 
Hopkim at second base work 
well together.'' 
A rugged competitor with 
tremendous baseball instincts 
and great range at shortstop, 
Nicolo is one of many base 
stealing threats on a team of 
fleet-footed individuals. The 
5'8" junior led the team with 
15 stolen bases last year, but 
will be challenge_g closely in 
'79 by Hopkins, centerfielder 
Rick Watts, and versatile tran-
RYDER, TRUCK RENTALS, INC. 
Is Proud To Announce The Selection Of 
CARROLL'S SALES & SERVICE, INC. 
As A Dealer For 
RYDER RENTAL TRUCKS 
Carroll's is a locally-owned company, with over 20 
years experience In ttie Rental Truck Business. Conve-
niently located at the intersection of Elmira Rd. & 
Meadow St., Carroll's will offer a variety of rental 
trucks for household & commercial moving, available 
for local or one-way use. Trucks are available NOW, 
and reservations are being accepted for future use. 
CALL 273-6310 
freshperson prospect is catche_r 
Bob Adams, who wa~ drafted 
by _the Oakland A's but opted 
instead for Ithaca College. 
He'll challenge for backstop 
duty with slugging sophomore 
Steve DeMattie~. last year·~ 
home run and RBI king as a 
lefty designated hitter. 
Rick Wam gives the Bom-
bers range and mobility in cen-
terfield, where he patrolled as 
a freshperson last year. He 
also paced the team with a 
.407 batting average (.446 in 
·oLDPORT 
H.:\RB0l1R 
Something ror 
everyone daily 
Lunch and Dinner 
Special 
Dinner prices sturt 
at 
Daily Happy Hour 
Mon- Fri 4-6 
702 W. Buffalo St 
272-6550 
when you find it· 
you'll love it! 
the regular season). Senior Broob must rc:cover from a 
Ted French· carries a strong back injury suffered last fall. 
arm and potent bat as the Doug DeCarr is a hard 
team·~ leftficlder, whil throwing sophomore (and 
lthacans Jeff Reynolds is the converted infielder) up from 
top rightfield candidate. the J.V. ranks, while top 
Of prime concern to freshperson prospect~ include 
Valesente is Ithaca's pitching Dan Smith and Jim Zumbo. 
staff, minus lefty Karl Steffen,. "We have an adequate 
last year's co-c.:aptain and the ', number of pitchers, '' said 
winningest pitcher in Ithaca's Valesentc, "but we need more 
history. Senior righthander consistency." 
Gavin Russo, a '79 co-captain, "We'll be competitive, 
heads a staff that included however. We feel pretty con-
sophomore Glen Cook and fidcnt at this point that we can 
Junior Bob Brooks, both make it back to the World 
righties. All were starters a Series." 
year ago, but Cook has had 
preseason srm problems and 
. . 
a climate for 
accomplishment 
summer 
,..~'79 at 
~~ c. w. post 
For Degree Credit 
For Accelerated Learning 
For Career Development 
For Personal Enrichment 
THREE SUMMER SESSIONS (DAY & EVENING) 
MAY 21-JUNE 22/JUNE 25-JULY 27/JULY 30-AUG. 31 
A TIEND ONE. TWO OR ALL THREE SESSIONS 
WEEKEND COLLEGE CLASSES BEGIN JUNE 30 JULY 7 or 8 
Summer courses are also available at the Suffolk Bra~cti Campus. 
Brentwood l I • (5161 273 5112 
Visiting Undergraduate 
and Graduate Students Invited 
For the summer bulletin, phone (516) 299-2431 
or mail coupon. 
- Summer Session Office a C 
LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY 
c~ '\Vin()s~t~center 
,lFoReeNvAt.e..1 Ne.w voRK 11s4a 
An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action lns!ltul1on 
Please send me1Jhe_-Sum!Tler. '7 9 Bulletin 
. I~-\ • . , ' ' . Name ____________ :__ __________ _ 
Address ~.c..·-· ~· ·---· '------------____ _ 
City, State, z,t- . . . -- · '_i:ii1ii;i'1' 
? ,: I ,\..,\.Ji(...(_:J~ 
' 
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Is the NBA Losing Its Appeal? 
bJ George Goodman 
One thing has become ev-
ident during the course of this 
year's basketball season - col-
lege basketball has captured 
the eyes of the basketball 
world leaving the pro game far 
behind. According to Sports 
Illustrated, league-wide atten-
dance is down 3% but a closer 
look reveals some interesting 
figures. According to that 
February 26. -1979 issue of 
SI, attendance is up in Detroit 
(56%). San Diego (30%), 
San Antonio (27%) and Seattle 
(45%). There must be some 
decreases to offset these in-
creases. The teams that have 
declined in attendence are 
New York (11 % ). ChicagQ 
(31 %), Philadelphia (19%), 
and Los Angeles (11 %), ac-
cording to SI. These four cities 
represent four of the largest 
television markets in the 
league, which probably is a 
major factor in the decrease in 
television ratings. SI states 
that the national television rat-
ing has decreased 26%. The 
minor markets have taken 
over as the viewing popula-
tion. There are many hypoth-
eses as to the reason for the 
decline of bask~tball and the 
increase in the popularity of 
college basketball. 
One hypothesis is that the 
New York Knicks arc having 
a poor year. ergo they are re-
sponsible for everything from 
television ratings and attend-
ance to rising player salaries. 
New York is still the commun-
ication capital of the nation 
and if the interest is lower 
there, the rest of the league 
will follow in a similar fashion. 
Another line of thought is 
the racial imbalance of the 
National Basketball Associa-
tion. According to that SI 
article. almost 75% of the 
player~ arc black while over 
75% of the fans are _white. 
There is presently only one 
team that has more white 
Greyhound Rx. 
The cure for 
college blahs. 
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It's a feeling that slowly descends upon 
you The exams, the pop tests, the requir:~d 
reac g. the hours at the library, the thesi~:-
they won ·t go away. 
But you can. This weekend, take off, say 
hello to_ your friends, see the sights. have a 
great time. You'll arrive with money in your 
pocket because your Greyhound trip doesn't 
take that much out of 1t. 
If you're feeling tired, depre~ and 
exhausted, grab a Greyhou,1d and split. It's a 
sure cure for the blahs. 
Greyhound Service 
One- Round-
To Woy Trip 
NewYork 22.15 23.00 4x'saday 
Phila. 27.70 3935 3x'saday 
Buffalo 6.75 12.85 5x'saday 
Rochester 4.20 8.00 Sx's a day 
Boston 31.60 60.05 3x's a day 
Ask vour aqent about add1t10nal departures and return trips 
, :J,. f'', ..._ ,tJ1t·t r •ri i.P•aricH· 1 
reyhound Agent 710 West State.Street 2.72-7930 
players than black players on 
its roster, the Phoenix Suns. 
Ten years ago, -states SI, 60% 
of the league was black. The 
installments of the 24-second 
clock many years ago may 
have had something to do with 
the influx of black players in 
the league. 
Another possibility is the 
length of the schedule. Each 
team presently plays an 82 
game schedule which elimin-
ates only ten of the 22 teams 
from the playoffs. The season 
runs from October to June, 
when the playoffs arc con-
cluded. That is a very long 
nine months for a winter sport. 
Other , possibilities include 
the constant injuries to the 
pro!>, huge salaries, betting 
lines that usually makes the 
home team the favorite no 
matter who the opposition is, 
the moving around of players, 
officiating or the lack of it, etc. 
The college game has other 
things to offer. One is the in-
tensity of the game. The fans, 
cheerleaders and bands con-
- tribute to the excitement of 
the game. There is emotion, 
much of it, coming from the_ 
players and fans alike; some-
thing that seems to be lacking 
from the pro game. The col-
lege players are seen diving 
for loose balls, hustling and 
scrapping. The enthusiasm 
involved in the college game is 
missing from the pro game. 
The college players arc play-
ing for themselves and their 
school. There is much pride 
seen in these games. Unlike 
the college players, the pros 
play for money. 
Another aspect of the col-
lege game is the absence of a 
shot clock. With this set-up 
it is conceivable that a weaker 
team can somehow defeat a 
stronger opponent. At least 
it gives the weaker team a 
chance and hope. 
The NBA is not standing pat 
on its losing product. They 
have already decided to have 
more intra-conference games 
next year in hopes of rebuild-
ing traditi(?nal rivalries. This 
year represents an increase in 
promotion. especially give-
away nights. Everything from 
jerseys, shirts, basketballs, 
scarves and ski hats, posters. 
team pictures to tote bags ar< 
··········-·-------··-·-.. ·---------i I I WELCOME BACK! I 
: ! ! ! 
! HEAD'S CAMERA SHOP \ 
i PHOTO SPECIALISTS ! I : 
I 272-8090 i I GEORGE A. POTTER 300 E. STATE ST. I 
\ Owner ITHACA, NEW \'ORK 14850 ! 
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being peddled this year. 
After awhile though, the fer-
vor of these nigh_ts will settle 
down. Th~ best promotion is 
exciting basketball. 
At its All-Star meeting last 
month, the NBA discussed the 
following proposals: l)im-
provc the officiating by creat-
ing a better training anti de-
velopment system; 2)improve 
network telecasts, something 
that has just been awful this 
year; J)permit zone defenses; 
4)extend the 24-second clock 
anywhere up to 40 seconds 
and S)reinstatc the old ABA 
three-point basket, a success-
ful shot from 25 feet out or 
more. 
As ..>nc can tell, the NBA is - · 
not sitting back. It knows it is 
in trouble and is taking so:ne 
action. Hopefully next year, 
the excitement pro basket-
ball brought to the country 
c;i.rlier this decade _will re-
turn. In the meantime, enjoy 
the NCAA tournament this 
weekend as the college- ranks 
closes out one of its most suc-
cessful and interesting years. 
TRIVIA QUIZ 
Question One: _ 
Detroit Piston guard Kevin 
Porter handed out 20 assists in 
the Pistons 105-98 victory over 
Indiana on Saturday, .This gaw 
Porter 91"8 assists for the 
season smashing the old mark 
of 910. Name the player wh<1 
had 910 assists in the 1972-7:'.I 
season. 
Question Two: 
Sweden's lngema Stenmark 
won the Wor:ld Cup Alpine sk 
race over the weekend to give Camp Waziyatah for Girls I I , him a reward breaking 13 victories in one season. Name 
I I the skier who held the mark of 
12. 
Harrisson, Maine 
OPENINGS: Tennis (varsity or skilled 
players); Swimming (WSI).. Boating, I QucstlonThree: 
Canoeing, Sailing; Waterskiing; I Penn has become the first Ivy 
Gymnasitics·, Archery·, Team Sports·, Arts & I League school to make it to the 
final four of the NCAA 
Crafts; Pioneering & Trips; Secretary; I- Baskc:tballtournament. Since 
Season: June 20 to August 21. Write I 1965 .name the 1st Ivy league 
(Enclose details as to your skiils, etc.) I school to go this fiir. 
Director, Box 153, Great Neck, N.Y. 11022. I Question Four: 
Teleohone: 516-482-4323 Last night's National 
Faculty inquiries invited re Supervisory I ·invitational Tournament(NIT) 
Positions. had it's first intrastate final 
since 1958. Name the teams 
·------·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--~ 
--mm•LSAT / GMAT---· }rn~l.~articipated 1958 NIT 
Answers on Pg. 17 
Test for a Lif e·tin1e 
Be Prepared 
John Sexton•• LSAT &GMAT 
Courses 
John St•J1t11n /,,,r 1'1,•11,,r,,rw11 ,·,111/\r', ,,f/,,, I''.,,/,.,,,,.., ,111 
.,,//)1,11/#'\ Ill /JI l'J) :t lfll/ flJI 1/11'\/• 
08est, most recant m,1tero,1ls 
C!>Subsuntive cu, r,cula 
I not 1ust t1m111!)s I 
&Te11m ,r.skuct,on by d 
superior f acuity 
GPract,cc exam~ 
.,,, ,111111111,,,,, ,, ... r: 
oCounsoli,,,, 
G"L,vu .. instruction 
I not 1u1t tapM I 
O Suhst,1nt1al study m,1tt.r1,1ls 
GE xtra help "·ss1ons 
0 LSAT/GMAT Cid~!' now 
f "' ll\ll\l1 
Com{)drr' Joll•1 S,·• 1011 l'p11t.\l' .11, •. ,111,1111•1 w,,.•, nt/11•,s, t/11•11 
for ,nfort11iJl1un co1// 
H:Sl PREP/\HATIUN CENTERS 
167 Marshall Street 4 7 6-21 31 
Syracuse. N.Y. 13210 
(!lti,,a (jaulen 
?2Ntaueant 
m1 OPEN EVERYDAY :;Mi 
~ & HOLIDAYS ~ 
Separate Rooms Available . 
for private parti~s . 
Special Menu for Vegetarians 
Genuine.Chinese Music 
Famous Chinese Chefs 
Wide Variety of Dishes 
602 Elmira Rd. 
272-1800 
ZOI S. T90pSt. 
ldlaca. N. Y, 
m.mz 
THE 
Music Store 
,.,ro, it~·,,. -,~&.c 
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Women Cagers Close Out Season 
Strong 
Finish 
by Amy Doonan 
IC's women cagers closed 
out their season with a 69-39 
rout of Brockport. Once 
again, sophmore forward 
Faith Colter led Ithaca to vic-
tory with 18 points and 18 
rebounds. The Bombers had a 
well-balanced attack, with 
Lisa Stellato scoring I 5 points, 
and Kim Cheney adding 10 
more.. 
Senior captain Lisa Boyer 
played her la\t game for IC, 
mading a fine showing, as she 
handed out 7 assists. Lisa led 
the team in assists this season 
(4.8 per game ) and ranked 
third in scoring (7. I points per 
game). Coach Natalie Smith 
praised Lisa for "her in-
valuable leadership both on 
and off the court." 
Coach Smith also cited 
· Faith Colter for her deter-
mination and consistency. 
"Faith came through for us 
when we needed her,'' she 
said. Faith wound up as the 
team leader in rebounds ( 179 
total for an 11.2 avg.) and 
scoring (353 total points for a 
22.1 avg.). 
The outlook for next year is 
good, with every player but 
Boyer returning, including 
Monica Bertino, a sophmore 
guard who was injured early in 
the season. Coach Smith ex-
pects the team to i111provc on 
its 9-7 record, mainly through 
experience and a better balan-
ced scoring attack. "We've all 
learned a lot this season, and it 
should pay off in !he fu1urc." 
Colter 
Honored 
Ithaca College sophomon: 
Faith Colter, a 5-8 forward 
who led the women's basket-
Floor Hockey Review 
three goals and Phil Poiner 
3 assists in ZOW 's 7-0 shut-
out of the Mashers. 
Things are pretty much set-
ball team in scoring and 
rebounding, has been named 
to the EAIA W All-Region 
Small College team, it was an-
nounced on Monday. Colter 
was one of the. 1,:_) e:- ., ck. :ed 
by member ccaches;n the New 
York-New England region. 
Colter paced the Bombers 
this season with 22.1 points 
per game, ranking her fifth in 
the Eas! among all colleges, 
according to the Eastern 
Women's Basketball Newslet-
ter. She also had a team high 
52 percent field goal percen-
tage, tenth best in the East 
among starters, and 11.2 
rebounds per contest. Her 34-
point, 20-rebound effort in 
Ithaca's opening round win 
over Rochester in the 
Manufacturer's Hanover In-
vitational was a tournament 
record anct personal and team 
best. Colter, a member of the 
Long Island All-Star team 
which finished second in last 
year's Empire Games, also 
had a pair of 33-point effort~ 
this season, despite facing 
double coverage most of the 
time. 
Other Up,tate New York 
selections on the all-Region 
team included: Jody Lavin-U. 
Rochester, Susan Mulroney-
St. John Fi~cher. , · 1 rhne 
Selvy-U1ica, and Margaret 
Tuttle-Nazareth. 
GLASSWARE 
the iron shop 
the commons .272•5101 
Sooner or later it had to 
happen. ZOW, after having 
won 9 straight games last 
semester and 3 more this year, 
finally lost a game when Burn 
Rape & Pillage came out on 
top 5-4 in an "AA" Conference 
game. 5 players made the 
scoring column for Burn, Rape 
& Pillage with Kevin Reilly 
getting the eventual game 
winner. Scott Freeman had 
2 goals for ZOW in this tight 
battle. Tied for first with the 
"pillagers" is the Mean Ma-
chine as a result of their 7-5 
"barn-burner" over Burn, 
Rape & Pillage. Barry Sacks 
had a hat trick for the winners 
while Kevin Reilly had one of 
his own for the los.ers. Still 
ht:>lding onto the 4th and final 
playoff position in this "AA" 
Conference is Guns & 'Dope. 
with the Thai Sticks hanging 
on with a slim hope of over-
taking them. The Thai Sticks 
edged the tough-luck Puckin 
A's 3-2 behind Dave Arenson 
two tallies. Scott Freeman had 
tled in the Labatt Division with 9lllllliiiliilla'iiii .. _._,... ________ ~-----""i 
Which Way is Up and Scrotes S, T C 
finishing 1-2 respectively. A l A l 
Over in the Lowenbrau ' ~ • 
Division. the Plague has A ft E ~ 
clinched the divisional title G D 
with a 6-0 record thus far. 
Jim Meyer leads The Plague ----- -TJ 
and the league in scoring with ["~~~-TA. -TT "A.NT 
25 points on 10 goals and 15 _ ~ .;.,_._ Jll • \ _ 
assists. d ( 1,int'.\t.' -Amt·ri<·an Fuu Answers 
Answer One: 
Nate Archibald of the 
J..;:;1ma~ C11y-Omaha Kings 
,\nswcr Two: 
~ , -:~& d Harv~~canarv1 ...... JJ-8_w_._s,_a,e_s_·,r-Pe_, __ 2,_2-_,._1s~o 
CLIP JOINT kanClaudc-Killy 
\nswcr Three: 
Princetons led by Bill 
Bradley 
Put A Little Color In Your 
Hair ... Natural HENNA 
.\nswcr Four 
· Ohio University and 116 N. Cayugo-in the Clinton House 273-2221 Dayton. 
Lake Bryn Mawr Camp 
Honesdale, Pennsylvania 
60 Staff Openings -
TENNIS CERAMICS 
JERERLRY 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
NATURE CRAFTS 
GYMNASTICS 
GUITAR 
VOLLEYBALL 
TRACK 
SAILING 
WATERSKIING 
DRAMA 
LEATHER 
BATIQUE 
SEWING 
ARCHERY 
DANCE 
PIANO 
BASKETBALL 
SOCCER 
SWIMMING (W.S.I.) 
CANOEING 
AEROBICS HOME ECONOMICS 
,' 
,, 
· GENERAL COUNSELORS AND SPECIALISTS, 
ADUL~ SUPERVISORY POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
·undergraduates, Graduate Teachers and Coaches 
/ Send Resume or Call 
Herb Kutzen, Melanie Kutzen or Jerry Mansfield 
at 
Lake Bryn Mawr Camp for Girls 
81 Falmouth Street 
/ Short Hills, New Jersey 07078 
Day or Evening: 201-467-3518 
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
Tuesday March 27 11 :30 - 4pm 
For more information contact Mrs. Evans in the 
Career Placement Office. 
No other lease even comes close. 
How could It? 
Theonlywcy 
you can equal 
the driving ex-
citement of a 
Porsche 924 Is by · 
leasing a Porsche 
924. And now you con 
lease one ror only S299.00* 
a month. h d Lease racing championship toug ness, a -
vanced engineering, a 5-speed transmission, and 
llllque luxury. Lease exterior looks that are scul~ 
tured, cleail, end fluid. And a unitized body frame 
that Is protected against coooslon by on exclusive 
hot zinc galvonlzlng process. All yours In a gleaming. 
new Porsche 924 wlth a choice of thoughtful options. 
Price based on a 36-month open-end lease with No 
down payment and a S200 refundable sec~_rlty 
deposit. Total deferred payments _Sl0,764 , 36 
monthly payments. Estimated residual value 
$8700.* plus sales tax. 
PORSCHE +AUDO 
NOTHING EVEN COMES Q.OSE 
8(1)8 
VOLKSWAGEN•PORSCHE·AUDI 
WOOD 
337 e;mlro Ad . Ithaca. Nn, York 273-04~ 
I 
.. 
.. 
· Pai.:t· Ill THE ITJIACAN 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
' '• 
.,A 
<' 
This space will be reserved each p f M R f th 
week for announcements. To be 
O 
rote ssor aryf yHa~ 0t e 
epar ment o 1s ory, 
sure to get your announcemen1 S U N y B' h t ·11 
Th d , k . . . . mg am on, w1 in urs ay s paper' ma e k "Th p J't' f 
certain we receive it no later spea 
I 
oRn . e O 1Wics 0 
h 12 00 W d d sexua epress1on: omen t an · noon on e nes ay . f V' · 
d I b I ·t "ANNOUNCE- and th_e Making o 1ctonan 
an '!, e 1 • • Morality" as part of the MENT If sendmg, address 1t to: M . F . · S k 
· arx1st cm1nist pea er 
The Ithacan series on March 29 at 8:00 pm 
c'oFelicelinder in Textor IOI. 
Basement Landon Hall 
Ithaca College The film" No Vietnamese 
____ Ir_ha_c_a._N_. _v_. 1_4_135_0 ___ ..a Ever Ca I led Me a Nigger." 
\\ill be '>hown on Thursday. 
March 22 in Textor IOJ. The 
film. '>pon<;ored by CCLOP, 
On Wednesday, April 4, the 
Student Activities Board will 
pre~ent a lecture by Jean 
Kilbourne. author of Images 
of Woman in Television Com-
mercials. Kilbourne will 
discuss .. The Cultural Con-
ditioning of Women Via 
Advcrti\ing: The Naked 
Truth ... Her lecture. at 7pm 
in Ford Hall Auditorium. will 
be free and open to the 
public. 
Swdent~ who have not ye1 
applied for Tuition Assistance 
Program awards and other 
grant~ for 1978-79 must file a 
Student Payment Application 
by March 31, 1979. 
\dll be '>hown at 8:15pm. Washington Internship 
b·enh ~t!ncernin_~ the obser- Program 
rnnce of South Af~1can A war~- Organizational meeting to 
nc~~ Weck (Apnl 4-11) will discuss details of the program 
abo be announced at the for June and July of 1979. Ellen Hirschland, Art 
Hi,torian and Trustee of the 
Hecbcher Mmeum will give a 
lecture entitled, "Henri 
Matisse: Hi~ life and His 
Art" on Monday, March 26 at 
8: 15 pm. in Gannett 111. This 
lecture is sponsored by the Art 
Hi~tory Program. 
movie. Open to all students, the 
B . ··nd A, meeting will be held on Wed-The uc;mes~ .... c- o 
. ('I b · .11 t on nesday, March 28 at 7:3 pm count mg· u w1 mee . in FIOI. 
~~mday March 27 at 6:30 m For further informatior. 
rncnd5 205. · B · 
contact Martin L. rownstem, 
Stan Wateman, underwriter 
photographer for "The 
Deep", will be speaking Mar-
ch 28th, I 979 at 8 :00 pm in 
Ford Hall. Sponsored by 
S.A.B. 
James Bond-007-is coming. 
Thunderball, starring Sean 
Connery, will be shown on 
Wednesday, March 28--7:30 
anc 9:30 pm--in Textor 102. 
Proceeds will be!lefit the an-
nual Alpha Epsilon Rho 
awards program. Don't miss 
it! 
\~~,?',?'~~-2""~~,Z.?~~,~ 
~ -APTS FOR RENT. ~ 
[: Near Ithaca College. Modern furnished: 1, 2, ~ 
{ 3, 4, 5, and 6 bedroom apts for Fall 1979. ~ ~ Please call 272-3389 between 3 & 7 pm. ~ 
k~~.??-~.-'.,-?~~~?.?,;>'~_?.?~~~ 
LAUND20MAT 
SYSTEMS 
Program Director, in Room 
313 Mulleror x3153. 
Dance and sculpture will be 
combined in performance at 
the Herbert F. Johnson 
Museum of Art March 29 
through April I. Evening per-
formances begin at 8: 15 with 
Saturday and Sunday matinee 
at 4:15 
Collaborating in this event 
are choreographer. Saga Am-
begaokar and sculptor Jason 
Seley; dancers include mem-
bers of the Ithaca Dan-
cemakers. 
310 STEWA&T AVEIIIUE 
ITHACA N. Y. 
~· 
u:a.Jli a l<-11 <,f<;Jiil~y <(?/<illz-e:, alma:.h-a-lm1 [/). r< 
u:a:,/, an<I jk;/<I :.-ewiu 
wash-a-ton D.C~": still has the spirit of... 
17. 76 that's cents per pound $2.66 for 15 pounds-includes soap 
(about 50% lower than most laundromats) 
shirts. pants, dresses etc .. hung on your hangers 
ava1iab1e when attendant is on duty or call for ;Jppt: 273-9658/273-0761 
Minimum $2.66 per load(up to 15 pounds) 
bleach, fabric softener, or laundry bags 20¢ ea., hangers 3¢ ea. 
* * * * Uvwe kad ~ each, Md o/ 3 loa</4 ~ -1 ~ 
FREE soap. bleach, fabric softener (all 3 loads) ): 
self serve pay only $1.00for'cl $3.30 VALUE ~ 
' wash/foldpayonly$5.32tora$9.18VALUE ~ J ,, '-J Tu~s?ay4-7Wed~esdayll-2 ; 
;_ (wash · ,_, , :,.~ ;,c:2 r.i;r',r1t, soec1als e1110y close to 50'1/. off our reg. price, self'°§-~ serve enJoy ciose to 70%otr our reg. price) times, days and specials subject to i l change. J?!fdded ~'11/J ~ 
1uke box-pinball-pong-candy-beverages-cigarettes " 
In addition to the above specials 
1fll 1.C. STUDENTS. Thursdays' extra special is.just for you 
k please show 1.0. for: each set of 2 loads receive 1 free 
1
1::_,l FREE soap. bleach, fabric softener (for every load1 
1 self serve pay only 50q; for a $2.20 vaiue 
Spring Baseball 
Anyone interested in an 
assistant managerial position 
for the IC men's baseball team 
contact Lisa x507 or Marcy 
x731 for furthe1 details. 
The final lecture of the SAB 
spring season will be ''The 
Embryo of an American 
Police State." Peter N. James, 
author of The Airforce Mafia 
and spy, physicist and · 
muckraker, will give the free 
open lecture on Wednesday, 
Ithaca College Bureau of Con- Ap'.il 11 at 8 ~m in the Egbert 
certs Umon Cafeteria. 
Attention Ushers: There will 
be a mandatory organizational 
seminar on Wednesday March 
28 in S-202 at 9:00 p.m. in 
preparation for the Elvis 
Costello concert. 
Dr. Ralph Hummel, 
Professor of Political Science, 
Brooklyn College, will - speak 
3:3u.s:OO, Tuesday, March 27, 
Science 202. His topic will be 
"Talking to Stones.: Con-
straints on Dialogue in 
Modern Organizations." He is 
the author of The 
Bureaucratic Experience and 
co-author of Politics for 
Human Beings. 
The I.C. History Depar-
tment presents Latin 
American Cinema. Alliance 
for Progress, ap Argentinian 
film, will be shown March 26 
and 27 in Friends 306 at 7:30 
pm. It is open to the public 
and admission is.free. 
The film is based on ·Latin 
American criticism of U.S. aid 
and the Alliance for Progress 
failure to bring any reforms to 
Latin America. 
Applications for executive 
board positions on the Ithaca 
College Bureau of Concerts 
arc now available in the Egbert 
Union office. Return com-
pleted applications by April 
I st and at that time sign up for 
interviews to be held April 6, 
9, JO, I I. 
The Seven Valley Weavers 
Guild and the America the 
Beautiful Fund will sponsor a 
workshop featuring Jean Case 
in a lecture-demonstration on 
silk. The workshop will be of-
fered on April 6 and 7 at the 
1890 Hou<;e in Cortland. 
Hours are 9:30 to 3:00 p.m. on 
both Friday qnd Saturday. An 
evening mini-session :will also 
be offered on Friday night, 
April 6th, from 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. for those who are unable 
to attend a daytime session. 
The Chester Quartet, 
graduate teaching assistants of 
the Cleveland Quartet at the 
Eastman School of Music in 
Rochester, will present a 
program of Mozart, Bartok, 
and Beethoven on Sunday, 
March 25 in Walter Ford Hall 
Auditorium at I.C. 
The Middlebury College Ac-
tivities Board is sponsoring its 
Fifth Annual Folk and 
Bluegrass Festival and Com-
petition on April 27, and 28, 
1979. All folk and/or 
bluegrass musicians are 
welcome but the contest will 
be limited to the first 30 per-
formers to apply. There will 
be $600 in prizes awarded. 
Deadline for applications is 
April 15th. For complete in-
formation concerning the 
Festival and for application 
forms, write to: Folk and 
Bluegrass Festival° Box C2540 
Middlebury College Mid-
dlebury, Vermont 05753 
PARKIT! JOIN IT! 
PARKIT-- which stands fo1 
Prevent Alcohol-Related 
Killings and Injuries in 
Tompkins-- is a newly formed 
citizens ~roup concerned with 
serious problem of accidents 
caused bv the drinking 
driver. ·Its goals include 
education, effective law 
enforcement. legislative 
change. and advani.:ing the 
interests of the victim of the 
drunken driver. It seeks your 
help;if you wish to JOIIl 
PARKIT, or you would simply 
like to know more about it. 
please call PARKIT. 272-8543. 
From the Herbert F. John-
~on Mu~eum of Art in Ithaca: 
Due to circumstances beyond· 
our control the exhibition, 
Beyond the Taj: Diversity in 
Indian Architecture, 
scheduled for April 4-May 13 
has been postponed to Sep-
tember 12-0ctober 2 I; 1979. 
The performance by the 
Lenox Quartet, scheduled for 
March 25th in Ford Hall, has 
been cancelled. 
~~I "TENNIS PROS WANTED--Excellent Summer 
seasonal and year-round positions available; good 
playing and teaching backround required. Call (301) 
1
: 
654-3770, or send 2 complete resumes, pictures to: ,, 
K.J. Belknap, W.T.S., 8401 Connecticut Avenue · 
Suite 1011, Chevy Chase, md 20015. 
r~~,.,_..Ma9(,,_,,~~..._..~.-1~~~.-...._..~.~·~~...-.i ..... 1 ..... 
t 
I APARTMENTS and HOUSES 
t AVAILABLE FOR FALL '79 I South Hill, East Hill, Downtown, Lake 
j Fireplaces, Porches; Panelling, Carpeting, 
j Etc. Free IList. Sen::. Stamped, self-
I -- addressed envelope to: RENTAL LIST, P.O. a 
1.-.j wash / fold pay oniy $2.66 for a $6.12 value t ·, I J Thursday 4 - 8 ~ I Box 202, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. ~ 
l~_: ' -- t /--_i tram Aurora & Clinton STs. 
t.,,~ ;"'.!.'lJJ"Y¼;.,;_?1~(\n.~'f\~J!',t~.-U"i .. , ;-"!~&~1:t..:ikd~ 'r.t:.,;'li"~,i, 
we are no further than our compet1t1on 
I.C. offer good through April, 1979 !I L~---·-·--·-·----·-t 
I:·:,;.'~ 
The current ~how at The 
Up,tairs Gallery, 307 North 
Tioga Street, features two 
local artiq~: CERAMICS bv 
Carolyn Cheqcr an~I 
PAINTINGS by Kumi Korf. 
The Upqair, Gallery i~ opcn 
Tuc~d1y through Fridav from 
11 to 4:30, Saturdav f;om 11 
to I :3Q. The show ·will he on 
\·icw and for ~ale thrmwh 
Saturday, April 21. Brows;r~ 
arc alway~ welcome. 
Smedley's Gallery. Pain-
tings by Sara Sutro. March 
18-April 15. 119 East Buffalo 
St. Mon-Sat I0-6. 
The National Poetry Pre~~ 
announces the closing dace for 
the submission of manuscripts 
by college students is April I. 
Manuscripts should be sent to 
the Office of the Press; 
National Poetry Press, Box 
218, Agorura, Ca. 91301 
SUMMER WORK/STUDY 
IN AFRICA 
During the past 21 years, 
Operation Crossroads Africa, 
Inc., a non-profit organization 
focusing on international 
development and educational 
exchange, has sent more than 
5000 volunteers (students, 
professionals, and others) co 
34 English-speaking and 
French-speaking African 
countries to spend their 
summers helping rural village 
communities. Projects 
involve: art, oral history, and 
archaeology; ethno-
musicology; agri cu It u r al 
development; tutoring; public 
health and medicine· 
journalism and -medi~ 
development; andconstruction 
of schools, clinics, and needed 
community facilities. 
Persons interested in 
participating in Crossroads' 
Summer 1979 
Work/Travel/Study Program 
must apply immediately. 
Contact: Crossroad,s Africa, 
Inc., 150 - 5th Ave., NYC, NY 
10011 (212-242-8550);or the 
local Crossroads contact 
person. 
•,i 
Pa~c 19 
Class~fieds 
Patiere-
( Marty, in case you forgot!) 
I've resigned from the paper to 
make time to party with you(! 
must admit, it's not the only 
reason). Prepare your lungs. 
-Jose 
Dear Paul, 
Are you going to see the Jame~ 
Bond movie 'Thunderball' 
next Wednesday in TI02? It 
starts at 7:30 and 9:30. It's 
gonna be great-so go. See you 
there. 
Geezer 
To Jay & Cathy 
Let\ throw hay in Lee. N.H. 
Jim Rue 
Lis 
Told you: Tomorrow's gonna 
be a brighter day! 
Arc you still numb? 
Keep up the half smile 
Karen 
Watcrbed any ~i1.c guaranteed 
,pccial S29.95. Heaters-liners 
C'all House of Shalimar 273-
7939 or 257-2222. 
Large reward offered for 
return of down vest. Sierra 
Designs, off-white outside, 
orange inside. Melissa 273-
8488 or Ithaca C::.-''·~£~ lo~t ,nd 
found. 
LOST: Mittens. Off-white 
with orange and royal blue 
stripes. REWARD. Call Gina 
. at the Ithacan. x207 or 274-
3207. 
To the new Editor-in-Chief, 
Large and sunny one 
bedroom apartment available 
June I. Carpeted and Fur-
nished. Excellent downtown 
location! S230/month and 
\~ell worth it. Call Bob or 
Laura at 273-6857. Hurry!. 
"Snozzlc Hound. 
I mi~sed you last weekend-
don't ever leave me again! 
I love You 
Your Strc,s" 
Mazol Tov! 
From the old Ride offered to Wa~hington 
Editor-in-Chief D.C. leave 3/28 and return 
4/ I share driving and expense~ 
Bevelee 
Enjoy springtime in London 
"l mis~ you so badly" 
will write soon 
love, 
Karen 
FHA Volunteers 
Thank~ ~o much for all you 
do. You put smiles on faces 
and love in hearts. Keep up 
the good work! Hope you had 
a nice vacation. 
Kathy F. 
Mark x445. 
I-Ly Mick-
Hurry up and get your 
tH:ket~ to Ehi,-1 hear they're 
going fa,t. See you on . .\pril 
4th. 
Keith 
Roller SL111ng i, back 111 
Ithaca at Ide'._ Share City, ne,t 
10 Ide', Bowling Lane,. Ren-
tals availat,Ic-272-1059 for 
recorded mc,,age or 273-53~:, 
Job opportunities in Europe ,. ....... 11111 ..... 111111lllllllllaalllllllmmJ11allllll __________________________ m.i=mm:ma_,.i::..._~ 
this ·summer ... Work this 
summer in the forests of 
Germany, on construction in 
Austria, on farms in 
Germany, Sweden and 
Denmark, in Industries in 
France and Germany, in hotels 
in Switzerland, and more. 
The purpose of this 
program is to afford the 
student an opportunity to get 
into real living contact with 
the people and customs of 
Europe. In this way, a 
concrete effort can be made to 
learn something of the culture 
of Europe. In return for his or 
her. work, the student will 
receive his or her room and 
board, plus a wage. However, 
students shou';. keep in mind 
- -that they will c ~ working on 
the European economy and 
wages will naturally be scaled 
accordingly. The working 
conditions (hours, safety, 
regulations, legal protection, 
work permits) will be strictly 
controlled by the labor 
ministries of the countries 
involved. 
Please write for further 
information and application 
forms to: American-European 
Student-Service, Box 70, FL 
9493 Mauren, Liechtenstein 
(Europe). 
Our 9th Year 
Now at 2 Locations 
MONTESSORI 
Teacher Training 
APPROVED BY THE 
AMERICAN MONTESSORI SOCIETY 
Summer Academic Program 
Beaver College & 
Cornell University 
12 graduate credits available from 
Beaver College and 9 graduale 
credits from Elmira College 
Call or write registrar 
AERCO/Phlla. Teacher Training 
1400 E Willow Grove Ave 
Phila.,PA 19118(215)233-0141 
AERCO/llhaca Teacher Training 
Ms. Carole Korngold 
25 Roxbury Rd. 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 
(914) 472-0038/472-9196 
SIT 
Hourly Service for the Following Locations 
I.C. - Downtown 
Route 6 
SENECA & TIOG~ 1\V1 .. 
STATE & CAYUGA 1WJ. 
GREYHOUND TERMINAL 1!\1 .. 
LAKESIDE ....... . 
HOSPITAL- Arrive ..... . 
Hospital 
. . . . . 6:-W 
......... 6.42 
. .. 6:45 
. .... 6·50 
- Leave .............. . 
6:55 
7:05 
. . 7:09 PROFESSIONAL BUILDiNG ..... . 
GREYHOUND TERMINAL !El. .............. 7 15 
WOOL WORTHS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 7: 18 
STATE & AURORA IS). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7:20 
CODDINGTON & HUDSON ................. 7:25 
LC. STUDENT UNION ....................... 7:27 
LC. TOWERS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7:30 
SENECA & TIOGA IWJ ..................... 7:40 
.. ---J 
North - South - Elmira Road 
Route4 
SENECA & TIOGA 1:\1 .. 
TIOGA & LINCOL'.'J. . . 
ITHACA HIGH SCHOOL. . 
STEWART PARK ... 
HANCOCK HOUSING ... 
CENTRAL SCHOOL .. 
STATE & CAYUGA IS! 
TITUS TOWERS. . . .. . 
ITHACA PLAZA ...... . 
WESTONS PLAZA. . . . . . . . 
ITHACA i30WL - Arnn~ ..... 
· .. 6.24 
6.2-, 
.... () 2l) 
6'32 
6 34 
fdlJ 
6 42 
. . . . . . . . 6 49 
. . . . . 6.51 
................ 6:54 
. .... 6.59 
- Leave. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . 7:08 
BUTTERMILK FALLS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7:lO 
SPENCER ROAD& ELMIRA ROAD..... . . . 7.12 
SPENCER ROAD & MEADO\V STREET. . . . . . 7: 15 
CO-OP PLAZA...................... 7:18 
SEN !OR CITIZENS CENTER . . . . . . . . . . . . 7:20 
WOOLWORTHS..... 7:22 
SENECA & TIOGA !NJ.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.24 
CASH FARE IS STILL ONLY 25¢ 
Tokens 5/$1.00 may be purchased at the following locations: 
Woolworths 
Rothschilds 
Hill Drug Store 
Uni-Deli 
Willard Straight 
Campus Store 
N. Campus Union 
LC. Student Union 
All Bus Drivers 
Transfers to all other buses are free 
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